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FOREWORD' : e-

is the beauti ful= word from'Aich we get the ripe of bur .*
islands' first inhabitants, the'name of .,their language, anethe name of
our state.

-

The Hawaiian language has .few letters, but from thes five-vowels
and eight consonants comes one of the world's most beauti l and expres- ' .-

sive languages. - 7 -'

So many of our streets, our bulldings,, our - valley and our people
'have names which' can be appiecieted And understootl only if we know their
pronunciation and their meaning. - ,

4
' So much of_gur island culture is based.on the lovely melodies of the
Hawaiian. music andedance. -The infinite'legends which are part of every
corner of our, islands can be-best 'known _through knowing the language which
gave them birth.

-% This guide is, intended -to assistiaministAtors, teachers. and-others
-'dedicated to / achiev,ing the goals of ;teaching Hawaijan; appreciatinq its

culture and furthering understanding amonge-the.peolle of our beautiful
state:. Hawai 'I A;-Aloha.

1

Charles G. Clack
_Superintendent of Education:

1
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4,6

A make no he haw3w3; e 'auhea no ho n3 lima, 'au mai!
'You.will dde because you are ignorant; say, where are your arms' ?, swim!

(Nothing is gained without knowledge and effort.
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PURPOSE OF THE GUIDE

The-Purpose of the HaWaiian Language Program. Guide is to,express the
philosophy,. goals and objectives, and to-outlinethe copeand Sequence .of.
Hawaiian langdage.instructiOn at various. evelsjor.the-public schools of-
Hawai'i.. All of these elements are. treated within the'fra0eWork- of the '

Matter-Plan for Hawai.'i, the FoundatioProgram Objectives and the Student
Performance Expectations.- 11..

A,document of this natdre A5 not a novel.to be read'at one_titting:.
The teacher, and especially a beginhing teicher,'.shoUld skim through this
guide to identify the tkills,.areas; problems-and potsible solutions.
presented. Then, when the need arises to get some informationon how to.-
handle a certain teaching problem, the teacher can turn to. the guide-for

,-assistance. Atthat time in 4- teacher.'s hectic routine, having-the pertinent.:
.information given in 'detail in one-reiburce'or publication can be-VerY help -

ful. .:The Foreign Language Program Guide is an essential:companion to the
- Hawaiian Language Program Guide because itiprOvides the general principles
of language instruction.

.

The emphasit_ it to produce cultural awareness, and.comthuniCation competen e
in the Hawaiian language .at Levels I,, II, and IIJgrades -9/10 -'12).-Progra
Goals are presented for the students' development of the four language skills-
listening_comprehensionspeaking, reading,and writing- -and an-understanding
of.the.aspects of .Hawaiian culture,.

This guide is
.

designed.to aid schools in developing their own instruc-
tional program.within the framework of the Foundatipn Pfogram Objectives. ,To
assist schoQls-in this effort, the Guide outlines Program-Goals, Program
Objective§,andStudent'Perforthance Expectations, from which teachers can
establish Instructional Objectives relative to their own.classroom situations.

Hawaiian language courses are noted in the Approved Courses and Code
Numbers ,(ACCN) document. There are two major divisions:. Hawaiian I - IV
I083176834) and Conversational Hawaiian and Culture I and II ('0837 and 0838).'1
The latter is more of an introductory course for students who Choose a less.
in-depth Approach. ,

7

The guide does not' advocate any-specific methodology or specific
materials. Teachers are free to select from,the Approved,Instructional
Materials (AIM) publication those 'materials which they feel are best suited

meet the needs of individual stUdents, Teachers can anticipate 'a
list of Reconimended instructional Materia"ls-abd the Instructional Resource
Handbook which have been prepared for the Department of Eduption by the

-r-T.Ahahui sblelo Hawaiii: "'These publications reflect,resources which have
been gathered by and from many members of the Hawaiian language teaching
community both within and outside'of the Department of Education.

*The terms "listehAng" and "listening comprehension" are used i4terchangeably
in this guide. .



.
The emphasis of this guide'i's oWHwaiian language Program Goal number

two which concerns the listeding; speaking, reading and writing skills. The-

goal is supportive of and reinforces Foundation Program Objective I: Develop

Basic. Skills for.Learning,and Effective Communication with Others. Program
Goal.numberone, which concerns the cultural aspects ofthe language, is
Partially covered in DOE/OIS document TAC 74-7350, February 1974,, entitled
A Hawaiiana Program Guide &Teacher Orientation. Another official document
relating -Co the teaching of Hawaiian culture is the excellent compilation
of Hawaiian language and culture materials published by the Governor's
Committee; Hawaiian Text Materials .& Office of Instructs Services (DOE)

in 1973 entitled Our Cultural Heritage/HAWAI'L,(TAC 72- 370). Yet another.

publication bei-ng prepared by the OIS, General Education'Branch, Science
and Humanities'Seotion, which will pertain to the teaching of Hawaiian culture,
should be available to Hawaiian langdage teachers in 1979. Program Goal

number one, as covered in these documents and in subsequent'Hawaiian language
and culture guides, is associated principally with Foundation Program Objec-
tlire-VII: Develop ra.Continually Vowing-Philosophy Such That the Student Is
Responsible to.Self As Well As to Others; and Foundation Program Objective
VIII: Develop Creative Potential and AeSthetic Sensitivity:

I

lolani 13afracks

.t.014,PN



WHY STUDY HAWAIIAN?.

The Hawaiian language is a unique language in a unique land on this
earth. All other languages spoken-in Hawai.'i are immigrant languages which
have been brought in from Europe, America, Asia and-the other Pacific Islands
since the discovery and settlement of the Hawaiiah'slands by the early
Polynesian explorers and settlers. The study of the Hawaiian language can '
be an, element that tends to unify the,various'racial and ethnic groups who

$1, have come together to make Hawaili our common, home. :The study of the Ha-
-, walian language permits children and adults todelve into the environmental

roots` of present day Hawai'i since the names of streets, places, areas,
landmarks and natural' phenomenaare almost all Hawaiian.

Hawaiian-ness pervades in names-of places and people, An ideas des-
criptive of land, people, and human events, Idnative'behavior:in legal
documents such asdeeds and wIlls, and in the myrrad bf cuTtural activities
that go on yearly in the schooli and the community at large. In the land
and in the descendants of the early Hawaiians, the language and cultural
features live

Far from being a "dea5Ahguage as some of its critics have averred,
the Hawaiian language is presntly being used as a first language by the
approximately 300 residents and former residents of the island of Ni'ihau"
and by numerous kRpuna, especially those )iVing in the rural areas of our
HawaiV. nei. It is the mother tongue of several thousand more Hawaiians
who use it secondarily inktheir norma+ daily communications. ,Finally, it
is the second language which has been and is being learned annually by
approximately 1400 students at two university campuses,,Seven community
colleges,,thirteen public and private high schools, and five community
schools for adults. ...This is in addition to the courses offered by small
private schools,such as the one at Kawaiaha'o" Church, and those-offered
by the Queen Lili'uokalani Children's Center.

The teaching of culture in our multi-ethnic community is very important
for all our students, Hawaiian and non Hawaiian. The teach ng of'Hawaj.ian
culture 4 an integral part of the Hawaiian language curric um. A working
knowledge of the HaWa language greatly. enhances the abil y of the stu-
dent to= plumb the d of the Hawaiiav cultural experience be it in the
area-of chant, dance, songs, history, herbal medicine, socia organization
and the family, spiritual/psychic phenomena, survival in th natural, en-
vironment, or other aspects of Hawaiian heritage/lifestyl The student
will find that it is Very satisfying and valua le to use .the
Hawaiian language to interview those who possess Hawatian cultural knowledge
and to research numerous topics in the many Hawaiian language manuscripts,'
newspapers and books that are available in private collections, at the
Bishop -Museum, the.Hawai'i State Archives, and the State and UN library.
collections.



Many Hawaiian language teachers and older Hawaiians see the teaching
.

of the Hawaiian ,language as part of an effort by our-community to pass on,
its linguistic traditions and standards to its younger members. In this''

way, the teaching of Hawaiian is similar to the teaching-of English'in the

. schOols.

Hawaiian 'Students who may h ve felt little inclination to study a
,European or Asian language can q joy the adademic challenge of studying
,a second language, thatof theirt own forebears in these islands. is has

been found by 'Many high school teachers to result in an impro d ositive

self-image among their Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian students. know-

' . ledge that the student,can enjoY an academic subject and do well therein

.
has frequently changed'a mediocre student into a miftivated, purpoieful
student whose 14-f6 goals haVe expanded to include community college or
university academic experientes.

Since streets and placelnames, boats and'homes, children and pets are
frequently given Hawaiian names, many Hawaiian and non-HaWaiian students
wOuld like to acquire a basic understanding of the sound system and general
.wcapulary of the Hawaiian ilanguage Without spending the years required to
learn the language fluentlYI. The learning objectives ofithese students can
be' met in Conversational Hawaiian and Culture classes or in the first year.
of ihe,regular Hawaiian language course sequence. ,

Many young Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians choose to pursue a career in the
tourist industry or in the local entertainment field. Knowledge of the Ha-
waiian language is very valuable in correctly singing Hawaiian songs, in
properly interpreting Hawaiian dances--ancient and modern--and in iritelligent-
ly and honestly planning and presenting the kinds of cultural experiences
which' we should offer to our tourists to Hawai'i so that they may more fully
appreciate our cultural'heritage.

With land at such a premium in the State of Hawai'i, numerous families
are finding that being able.to read and understand wills, testaments, and
deeds written or printed in the Hawaiian language can result in important
financial advantages in dealing with certain goveinment agencies including
Probate and land courts.



There are two Rrimary goals in the Hawaiian anguage program:

1. To create an awareness and an appreciation of thp various aspects
of the Hawaiian cultural heritage which still permeate the lifestyles of
many people living today in Hawai'i nei.

2. To teach students the basic listening comprehension, reading,
speaking and writing skills which Will lead to the ability to think and
to communicate in the Hawaiian°1anguage.

5-



PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: CULTURE

The objectives of culture instruction within the Hawaiian language program are

1.. To develop a fuller undei-standing of the Hawaiian 'ohana or extended'family

system',-both as it operated in pre-contact times and as it operates today.

2. To develop a receptive attitude toward the Hawaiian language and a realistic

view of the culture it represents.

3. To develop arc acquaintance with and respect for Hawaiian speaking people in

the student's do family and community and elsewhere throughout the Stateand nation.

4.Todevelopanability whin the student to identify those cultural aspects

of contemporary life in Hawai'i which sprint frori the Hawaiian cultural heritage.

5. To develop a fuller understanding of-the Meaning of words, their background

and any special significance they might have in view of cultural emphasis.

6. To develop a knowledge.of Hawaiian food preparation for:prattical modern

day use, including such methods as cooking, steamfng in' an imu or underground

oven, baking.; kaulaii or dryfng in the sun, and.raw food preparation.

7. To develop within, many students a more Positive:ievf-imag'g based on examples

of successful HawaiiwMale and female role models drawn.from legendary and historical

sources and from contemporary Community-based'resource persons whenever available.

8. To develop an understanding and appreciation of the various aspects of

Hawaiian music, including the poetry, vocabulary, rh hm, literary devices, kaona

or underlying meaning, and melody of chests and song

9.. To develop an understanding 'of Hawaiian place amet, including, in some

cases, the systems or methods used in naming areas of land, fresh.water, and/or sea.

10. To develop an. understanding. and appreciation of Hawaiian names as tradi

tionally bestowed upon newborn children by Hawaiian speaking senior members of the

'ohana.

11. To encourage an interest among students in,the athletic endeavors and

quieter pastimes of the Hawaiians, including surfing, canoe paddling, various games

such as lulu maika and kanane, kapa,quilt making, lauhala and launiu (coconut leaf)

weaving, and the making' of adornments using the various plants, flowers, leaves and

nuts found throughout Hm.oail'i

12. To develop a knoWTedge of history and higtorical figures, important pre-

contact caltural/mythological/lengendary heroes, and other literary

characters found in the corpus of Hawaiian literature comprised, of books, Hawaiian

newspapers, manuscripts and chants.

13. To encourage and assist those students who areinterested in doing genea-

logical research byintroducing them to pedigree charts, the locations of and hoW-to

use the genealogical research sections of the Hawai'i State Archives,.the qureau of

Vital Statistics, the Bureau of,Conveyances, the Hawai'i .State Library and1hose

services available to the public through the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints ormon), and by discussing with them how important genealogies and oral :

history were to Hawaiian families both in former times and to many still today.



.

14. To develop a fuller understanding of the importante of fishing .and farming
to the Hawaiian, including.the techniques employed, the religious rituals and signifi-
cance associated,with such techniques,. and the ntthods of distributioni. prep ration
'and-consumption of the sea/fresh water foods and the farMing produce.,

,15. To develop a refinement in the appreciation of Hawaiian'hUla kahiko (ancient
dances) and hula 'auana (modern Hawaiian dances to instrumental music) based on
increased understanding of the cultural, linguistic, and historicalflegendary aspects
of the dances and accompanying, chants and songs.

- 16. 'to develop a more complete understanding of the part mated conservation
played in the lives of the Hawaiians during the thousand years before European
contact and to relate that understanding to a model for living in harmon, with,
nature, in our modern -day lives.

, t
.-

1

17. To develop a sensitivity to and an- appreciation of .the positive influences
thatnon-Hawafian ethnic groups have exerted -on the Hawaiian cultural teritage 2.

experienced to some degree by all resideits of the State. These i ces, include,

1-111

but are not limited to, the introduction of the Vriting system, the *ntroduction of
the Western system of musical notation, the introduction of musica- instrumentsi
such as the 'ukulele, guitar and violin, and the introduction of ..tartouS species
of flora now fully incorporated into flawaiian lei-making. -. --,

18. To develop an understanding of the effects and the extent of the negative
influences that non-Hawaiian ethnic groups have exerted on the Hawaiian cultural
heritage since foreign contact in 1778. These influences include, but are not
limited to, the introduction of djseases, money-based economy, noxious plants and
destructive animals,,the foreigm concept of land tenure, and the imposition of .,

conflicting4cultural values. '

- - - /

, ..,

,
19. To develop an acquaintance'with the religious aspects_in the life of the

Hawatian people in preltontact times, during the missionary period and in.more
modern times. .

20. To develop an understanding of and appreciation- for the Hawaiian method .of.
solving problems known as ho'oponopono, which is still used by families, groups and
organizations up to the present day. & 4

21. To develop, through comparison with Hawaiian language and culture, a fuller,
understanding of the close relatigin

4
ships whiCh existetand still exfit'with other St-

Polynesian cultures and languages. -

.?.1;=,

. ,-.

-
-

,.'t

22. To.encourage artistically talented students to express their interest in
the. Hawaiian cultural heritage experience by composing their own poetry and songs
in Hawaiian and English, by studyinTand presenting the choreography. of Hawaiian
dances, and by physically rendering the essence of their interest through the

_

artistic media of drawing, painting, sculpture, woodcarving and the like.
4\

!

,



PROGRAM OBJHECTIVES:,' LANGUAGE SKILLS

The student should be able:

1. To listen to and comprehend the Hawaiianianguage.when spoken,at'

a normal speed on a subject within the range of the student's

experience.
. -

6

To speak well enough to communicate 'directly with ar nativespeaker

within the range of the student's experiende.

3. To .understand and ,use various aspects of non-verbal communication
common to native speakers of Hawaiian.

. -

4 To read material on a given level with direct understanding and

without transjation. 4

5. To write about a subject within the range of the student's ex-
perience using authentic Hawaiian patterns.

'To 'develop a better command of,the English lariguage through.
additional perspectives gained by studying-another language.

Toie'arn'basic grammar and usage.

8. To learn to think in Hawaiian-, the ultimate goal of languak' study.,,

1.../tens

Hawaii State Library



THE HIERARCHY OF GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES IN THE HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

The Master Plan for Public Education in Hawai'i mentions a number of
educational purposes which relate to the Asian, European and Pacific Lan-
guage ,Program._ One purpose concerns helping students to -undersItand.and to
appreciate other individuals belonging to social, tultural and °ethnic groups
different from their 'own. Another purpose concerns developina a respon-

ft sibility to self through wbrkihg toward self-fulffllment and dkyeloping'a
positive self-image and self-direction. And another pUrpose deals with
helping students acquire the skills of ieisteninf, speaking, reading and
writing.

The Asian, Europeans and Pacific Language Prograth has, in varying degrees,
..either .a direct or an indirectinfluence on the at inment of many of the
Foundation Program Objectives which are translations f ttie educational pur-

poses.

The actual program goals'and ftogram objectives, for learning culture
and language are listed in the Foreign Language Program Guide, published in
October 1917. Those specific to Hawaiian are found in this guide.

The performanceexpectaiions found on pages 11 vid 12 are more refined
guidelines. of the expected outcomes at the classroom level. The performance
expectations,are delineations of the-program objectives.

The teacher-must bear ri mind, howeVei., that the performance expectations

are by no means exhalistive or inclusive. They,serve only as guideposts
-

by

which teachers can identify instructional -or teaching qbjectives.
I

A graphic illustration of the .hierarchy of relationships is found on
following page.:



GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION-OF-THE HIERARCHY OF GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND
PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS IN THE HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

.

'S.

The Master Plan

Statements.of eleven educational purposes.

4.

The Foundation Program Objectives

Statements of eight overall objectives.

ents of program goals.

f.
f
Program. Objectives

More specific-statements.,of.program goals.

Performance Expectations

Repre'sentative delineations of program-objectives.

Instructional Objectives
(Teaching Objectives)

Specific statements identified by teacher
with focus'on student performance.



PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS FOR r

'ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES

1.

First Year of the Language Second Year of ,the Language'

1,

Third.. Year of the Language

I DisCusses some ways. in which

cultural differences 1e,Oroxi7

mity of speakers) playi4ortant

. roles in verbal communication,

s Explains how knowledge of.a new

language enhances the poteptial

for new experiences.

Explains how cultural value

differences can be understood

through the study of a new

language'

s Relates tow similarities among

cultures are partly caused by the

increasing ease of communication and

travel.

Explains heW ene'S own perspective

has been broadened through the study

of a'nei:Janguage and the culture

aSsaciated Ilia

1 : ,

.1 Compares the culture of the'

country(ies) where the, new langUage.,

is spokel6lith one's own,

. ,

Discusses the role a new language 1 Discusses ways in which types of',

plays inmeeting society's needs art forms vary among cultures:

for communication among countries

and cultures,.

s Demonstrates an awareness of notable

events, conditions, and ideas whiCh

have influenced langUage and its

culture;

's Discusses some of the major personali-

ties which have influenced the history

of the countrylies) where the new

language is spoken, ,

6

s Recognizes ,how the values and traditions

of a country are often reflected in its

language,

I Identifies, selects; and uses alternative

solutions to interpersonal conflicts ,

which might arise from cultural differ-

ences.

's Participates in aesthetic expres-,

(sions of the. new culture, such as

dancing, 'singing, and coliking.

s Identifies seletted art forms that

are representative of,the' new

'culture.

e Explains the way in which tile art ,

forms of ,a' culture reflect its

values, customS, ana environment.

Identifieslelected art forms that

are representative of the new

culture.-

I Discusses soma it stheiic ,contribo-

.tions of. the culture and the, new

language'to American life:

Reads aloud written material in .

the new language to enjoy its

rhythm, tone, and sound.

Demonstiates an understanding hat

the" art fdimi'of a.ctilture reflect

its values, history,dandenvironment.

I Tta s and comprehends tultura14 6'

rmation written in the basic

vocabulary of the new language.'

I Dtmonstratesthe underitanding that the

art 'forms of a tulture reflect its values

history and environment.

s Uses the aesthetic expressions of the

new culture (such as music, art, perform-

ing arts literature,'tooking, and

architecture), for one's own enrichment.

s Demonstrateiln aesthetic aspect'of the

new culture through art, dance, dramas,

etc.

I Identifies some major writers and works

in the; new language and comments on

their influence upon, the language and

the culture,

i)
4 .4



First Year of the Language Second Year of the Language. .Third Year.of the LangtAge.

1 Reads., 'with general co ,ihen'tion,

simple selectiont in the

. language.

Writes basic sentences in the new

language.'

1.Exchanges amenities with a speaker

of the new language,

o'DemonstrateS sensitivity,, to

the needs of a speaker of the new

language .;by responding to verbal.

and. non verbal cues.

t Communicates with a speaker of the

new language using basic vocabu-

lary including numbert and

measurement.

Reads, with general comprehension,

literary selections in the new

language,

o' Reads aloud written material in, the

new language to enjoy its rhythm,

tone; and sound; ,

Creates an

new langUage.

ginal paragraph.in the

o Reads'simplestories and poetry in

the new language Which evoke

personal aesthetic pleasure.

,o Coriespdnds',witha speer of the

new language.,

o Demonstrates sensitivity tp

the needs Of a speaker of the new

language by responding to verbal

and non-verbal cues,'

Communicates with a speaker of,the'

new language using basic vocabulary

including numbers, measurement, and

\money.

'Converses in the new language in a

4 familiar situation,

uldentifiet stories, poetry, and

music of the new language and

culture which evoke personal

aesthetic pleasure.

I

I

S

Reads aloud written, material in the

new language toinjoy.its rhythm; tone,

and sou*

Reads, withieneral Comprehension,

simple literary selectiont,in the new

language:

Reads simple stories and poetry in the

new language which'evoke personal

aesthetic pleasure.

61rrespond; with a speaker of the new

language. ,
...

/

.t Createt an,ori.ginal Composition in the

new language,

0

%

Communicates with a, speaker of the

new language using, basic Vocabulary,

.including numbersi\measurement, and.

money.'

Uses insights gained !through the s

of the new.language 6,enhance :int

action with people who speak the

language..

tudy,

er-

o Converses in the new langUage in a'

familiar situation.

olltes the new: language for per °nal

enjoyment',

o Listens to selected literary art

forms' in the new language,



Mai haralele i ke a'o.
Do not refuse to be taught.

(Knowledge is that which one absorbs.)

4





THE FOU.SKILLS

The section on the "Overall GOals of Foreign Language Study" in
Hawai'l'as written in the Foreiv Language Program Guidetegins with
the following:

.

1. To listen to and comprehend the foreign language (in this
case, the native Hawaiian language) when §poken at a noNmal
speed on a subject within the range of thestudent's.exPer-
fence.

To speak well enough to communicate directly with a native
speaker within the range of the student's experience.

To read material .on a given level with direct understanding.
and without translation. -/

To write about a subject within the range of the student's
experience using authentic patterns,of the people whose
language is being studied

These are the primary skills which are to e sought through the
stUdy.of languages.

slolani Palace



THE-FOUR LANGUAGE LEARNING SKILLS
k

The four skills that are involved in language learning are the two
receptive skills listening comprehension and reading--and the two pro-
ductive skills-=speaking and writing.. Many teachers tend to be overly
concerned in the beginning with the prOductive.skills and do not spend

'.enough time working and drilling their students in the receptive. skills.

Some audio-lingual teaching methods which are used to teach Euro-
pean languages stress a non-reading segment at the beginning of the
course and then a natural progression through the four skills which one
acqiiires 'when learning one's own native language, i.e., listening

comprehension, 'speaking, reading and finally writing.

According to Kenneth Chastain in his text Developing Second-Language
-Skills: Theory to Practice, it has been shown that the nhypothesized
transfer from oral to written skills has not occurred in actual practice.
Learning the oral skills firsV has not automatically-improved the studedts'
reading or writing ability."

'

He goes on to explain why this stress on oral skills does not neces-
sarily improve reading comprehension' by saying that "the extrapolation of
theory,from the first-language acquisition2process to second-language
teaching techniques is somewhat tenuous.' ' Since languages are different
and students' learning abilities are different, it is recommended that the
teacher appeal to as many of the senses as possible in presenting the
material to be learned. Some students will pickup vocabulary and dram -
matical material orally and aurally and'feel comfortable in such an en,.
vironment, whereas others who have been conditioned to book learning
will get panicky when faced with strictly oral.presentations.- It would
seem logical that the teacher would modify or completely. change the teach-
ing method being used if it were found to interfere with the learning
abilities of the majority of the students in the class.

Being flexible and more highly attuned to students' learning problems
is perhaps more important for language teachers than for others. Since the
students' learning is cumulativel it is most important that the teacher not
forge ahead just to meet a syllabus date if a good basjc foundation has not
yet been laid in the minds of the students.

1Kenneth Chastain, Developing Second-Language Skills: Theory to Practice
(Chicago, 1916), p. 279. .

2Ibid.
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THE LISTENING SKILL

at

In developing the listenjng comprehension skill the Hawaiian language
teacher is striving to create the ability within :the student to understand
native speech'at normal speed in free or unstructured situations. In at-
tending a La Raahekahe ('Ahahui 'Melo RawaPi-sponsored Conversation Diy
for students, teachers and native speakers), talking to a kupuna, or con-
versing on a telephone in Hawaiian, the student will be able to understand
most .of what is being said This is Mot to say that the student will under-
stand every single word. Native English speakers frequently hear words
that they don't understand exactly or at all and yet) from the context of,
the sentence, they are able to guess some meaning.

This is what the Hawaiian language teacher must stress to the students--
listen for clues to increase understanding. They must learn to listen to
the whole utterance and make deductions instead of being frustrated and
thrown off just because they missed one word.

The student must also be taught that it is not against some unwritten
law to interrupt or in some other way communicate to the speaker that
understanding has not taken place. Tilting the head, furrowing the brow,
emitting a quizzical grunt, or simply asking, "Pehea?," will indicate to the
speaker that something needs to be repeated. The students do this-fre-
quently when speaking English or pidgin so they should be informed that it
is also okay for them to do so when listening to a Hawaiian speaker.

Finally, the student should also be shown that, in face to face situ-
ations, the listener has .a definite role to play in carrying the conver
sation forward with appropriate Hawaiian verbal and non-verbal responses.
Pointing out to the class how difficult it is to continue talking, even in
English, when your listener sits silent and immobile is an effective way of
making them asare of their unconscious English speakinTlistener behavior."
Once this is accomplished, the teacher can help students learn the Hawaiian
murmurs and motions to use as an "active" listener. ,

Developing Listening Skills Initially

Teachers of the Hawaiian language do not share the same problems that
many other second - language teachers must overcome in this initial phase. In

general, Nagai* shares sounds with English to the extent that the students
do not haveztoflearn completely new and unfamiliar sounds or tones. Several
problems do' present themselves, hoWever, and the teacher should begin work on
them imme4iato,y. .*

*;t

Ps.can be seen in the following chart, listening comprehension problems
may be encountered by the beginning students when dealing with the glottal
stop ('okina), vowels marked with the vowel-lengthening macron (kahak5), and
the dipthongs (vowel clusters).

15



PRONUNCIATION OF HAWAIIAN: IN RELATIONSHIP TO THE LISTENING SKILL

The following is quoted from the Pukuii-Elbert Hawaiian Dictionary:

Consonants

p, .k about as in English but with less aspiration

h, 1, m, n. about as in English

w after e. and i usually like /v/; after o and u

usually like /w/; ;initially and after a, like

/v/ or /w/-
-a glottal stop ( 'okina), similar to the sound

between the oh's in English oh -oh

Vowels

Unstressed:.

a

e

0

Stressed:

a, 'a

e
e

o, 5
u, 5

Rising Dipthongs

like /a/ in above
like /e/ in bet
like /y/ in city
like /o/ in sole
like /oo/ in moon

0
like /a/ in far
like /e/ in bet
like /ay/ in play
like /ee/ in see
like /o/ in sole

/oo/ in moon

3

Note: Remember that these are,
pure vowel sounds--they.
should not have off-glide4.
at the end, i.e., they
should not change in vowel
quality at the end of the
sound.

ei, eu, oi, ai, ae, ao, au these are always stressed on the
first member but the two members

are not as closely joined as in

-English.

The teacher should be especially, careful in presenting and in evaluating

the students' repetition of the dipthong sets which are frequently mispro-

hounced:

ae vs. ai

ao vs. au

oe vs. of

3
%ry Kawena Puku'i
1975), p. xxxvii.

and Samuel H. Elbert, Hawaiian ctionary (Honolulu,



41.

Several activities should be planned to impress upon the students the
importance of,aurally discriminating the'environments where the 'okina and
kahak5 are present and where they are absent. Frequently the student will
find that Onderstanding,the word being spoken will Aepend on hearing the
glottal stopand/or the lengthened vowel. This. indicates, therefore, that
these two elements are phonemes of the Hawaiian language; that,isthey
can be the contrastive element in minimal paiTs of sounds in the Hawaiian
language where the only differehce in meaning will be thepresence or A-
sence of the glottal stop or the lengthened vowel.

Once the teacher has explained the existence of these phonemic difL
ferences, a few exercises should begin to get the students to hear the
differences.. Since a basic exchange to be used early in the course is:

'0 wai kou inoa? What is your name?

'0 ko'u'inoa. Lt name is

the two words kou and ko'u can be contrasted together with,a noun in an
exercise using pointing to see.if the students hear and understand the dif-
ferences at a phonemic level.

Such an exercise could consist of such o-possessed words as kea, Jae,
papale, makuahine, kupuna kane following kou or ko'u. The teacher tells the
students to point to themselves when they hear the word ko'u (my) and to a
partner in "conversation" when they hear the word kou (your). The teacher
should be sure to stress to the students that the teacher or the tape is
simply quoting what the, student would be saying in the conversation if the
-student were able at that point to converse in Hawaiian. This is to avoid
the confusion, of bringing the physical presence of a third person (the

, teacher) °into the dynamics of the "conversation" between the two students at
this time.

The teacher says: The student points to:

ko'u Zole self

kou papale partner

kou makuahine partner

ko'u ka'a self

ko'u kzipuna kah0 self

To determine whetn0 the students are hearing the differences between
declarative and interrogative sentences and declarative and imperative sen--
tences, the teacher can.draw the punctuation symbols /./, /?/, and /I/ on
the board or put them on a handout quiz-type answer sheet. Upon hearing a

sentence, the students"are to point to a symbol on the board or circle the

appropriate symbol on their paper.



In variations of this activity later on when 'reading and writing have
beenintroduced, the teacher can write words on the board or overhead pro-
jeCtion film and the student& can be told to point to, the word on the left

or right of the board or screen as the teacher reads the words. 0'course,
when the students are able to write, short vocabulary quizzes or dictations
will tell the students themselves, and the teacher whether or not they are
hearing the glottal stop and the lengthenid vowels when they are pronounced.

As the students progress in their vocabulary building and structural.
understanding, the teacher should use such techniques as direct questions;
indirect discotrse, and snort readings after which questions are asked in
English or Hawaiian depending on the difficulty level of the material.

Students need to attune their ears to the rhythm of the Hawaiian lan-
guage since few of them have the opportunity to hear mative speakers on a

regular basis. This may-be accomplished byaving them listen to Hawaiian
language broadcasting on local, radio when available, by having them listen
to taped portions of such broa8dasts or to taped.conversations, by having
them listen toive conversations between the teacher and the native speak-,
er drillmaster if available, or by having them listen to the teacher dis-

. course briefly in Hawaiian or read,passages from Hawaiian prose or poetry.

This should be done to make them aware of pronunciation, rate of speed, in-
tonation, stress, type and frequency of juncture and liaison, means of in-
*dicating comprehension, and volume.

Districts within the Department of Education have been allotted money

for the native speaker Language Drillmaster program. Thisjmoney may be
available to the Hawaiian language teacher on a-revolving basis and so in-
terested teachers should inquire at their schools and at the district level.
A machine that some teachers have found helpful is the Language' Master tape
machine which employs cards with magnetic tape attached to'the bottom. A

picture, number, word or sentence can be put on the card with, a Hawaiian
utterance recorded on the tape and, the students can use this to work on their
'Awn time for listening comprehension and speaking practice.

Aspects of Hawaiian which are aurally similar to English but have dif-
ferent meanings should be explained, e.g., the frequent use of 4th level
intonation to indicate pleasure and-friendliness as opposed to its rare use
in English which denotes disbelief or extreme surprise and implies effeminacy.

The close-relationship between pidgin and Hawaiian stress and intonation,
word order and means of indicating comprehension should be pointed out and
the students should be encouraged to use their knowledge of pidgin`in learning
Hawaiian. This can be particularly helpful for pidgin-speaking students who
have been told that the one aspect of language in which they have any skill
is "bad" or "sub-standard"; instead it can be viewed as a tool and a natural

advantage in learning Hawaiian.

The Importance of Listening .

Since students do not need to listen so carefully in English in order .

to understand what the teacher is'saying in class, they will carry over this



same habit in,the Hawaiian language classroo . It's important that the
teacher stress FROM THE BEGINNING'that a language learning class is NOT tbe
same as a Hawaiiana class or math class or any other kind of class that they
have taken-fn their native language. Language researchers have found that
they must hear three to five times as much in a language class as in a native-

.:Janguage based class. They must develop their auditory memory and acquire,
'listening, skills which can only be done if their short attention spans and
poor listening habits are overcome by the diligent work of a knowledgeable
teacher in the initial weeks of the Hawaiian language class.

In ihe second half of kenneth Chastain's previously cited text, numerous
examples are given of activities which build aural discrimination, perception
and auditory memory, comprehension and even affective sensitivity. It is ,.-.

highly recommended that the Hawatjan language teacher acquire this text,which,
thoroughly discusses second-language learning and teaching in theory and,
more importahtly for the classroom teacher, in practice.

Below are quoted twelve tips to teachers which can be used' to -stimulate
student attentiveness in class:

1. Tell the students why they need to listen.
2. Explain the' -feustrations that may accompany attempts

to comprehend the. spoken second language.
3. Call on students in random order. Keepihem guessing

as to who is next.
4. Expect and encourage participation-. They must listen

to participate.
5. Keep the pace moving at a clip sufficient to maintain

interest.
6. Be interested yourself in what is going on.
7. Have fun. Occasional laughter,mill do as much as any-

thing'to keep some students involved in class activities.
8. Select content'to which the students can relate.
9. Provide a variety of activities.

10. Be responsive to student ideas and input in the class.
Nothing is so interesting as to see one's own idea in-
corporated into some future'class. '

11. Give them material worth listening to and at a level
consistent with their capabilities.

12. DO NOT PERMIT STUDENTS NOT TO LISTEN. Students who'
spend day after day in your class wandering list-
lessly through .a dream world of theirAown cannotbe
successful, second-language learners. '

Finally, the Hawaiian ilinguage teacher should include testing
for listening comprehension in any testing program just as testing for"
speaking, reading, and writing skills wouldbe included. Early in the
course this can be acComplished by setting up an answer sheet with, for ex-
ample, answer "a" being "glottal stop" and answer "b" being "no,glottal
stop". The same can be done for t lengthened The teacher could
put "long" and "short" for answers ' and "b. the'answer sheet; As the

4Chastain op. cit., p. 286.
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teachersays the Word or aS:taped material-is played, the student simply

ctrcles the.correct symbol:* answer: The,otherthree skills'are not needed

nor are they being testedFor example:
';yo

A. Glottal stop vs. no glottal stop B. Long vowel vs. short vowel

b*
b

't b

1. a

2. a *
3. a*
4. a

The teacher says:

b *

1. a *
2. a b

3. a *
4. a *

A. 1. kou (vs. ko'u) B. 1. 'eha (vs. 'eha

2. ma'i (vs. mai) 2. kaua (vs. kaua)

'3. 'ho'iho'i (vs. hoihoi) 3. hug (vs. huhu)

4. pau (vs. pa'u) 4. pa'K (vs. pa'u)

The teacher will have gone over these and similar sets previously so that

when the test is administered, the second half of the minimal pair is not said

A siMilar type test can be administdred when the reading of Hawaiian words

with the correct marks has been introduced. However, the actual words can be

.printed-on the answer sheet.

1. ( ) pau *

2. ( ) pa'u
3. ( ) kaui *

4. ( ) uliuli

5. ( ) ku

For example:.

( ) pa'u
( ) pa'u

) kaua
) tuCituri

( ) kknauz *

hexample of thi type of listening comprehension test is given in the

appendix. The teacher can use the form given and vary the test almost limit-

lessly since different words can be chbsen each time the test is administered.

It is perhaps easier on the teacher and fairer to the students if the test

is taped beforehand by the teacher or some other speaker so that everyone

hears,:: exactly the same thing each time one particular form of the test is

given.

In her'setand edition of Modern Language Testing (1977), Rebecca M.

Valette describes numerous ways of testing all four skills, In testing for

listening comprehension, teachers can use drawing tests td see if the students

understand time telling, dates and-arithmetical operations. Other types of

tests use pictures on the answer. sheet. A single picture can be used for

true-false testing. Several lettered pictures can be presented while the

o teacher utters a phrase; the student then circles the letter of the picture

which corresponds to the utterance.

A list of vocabulary pictures can'be put on the board or on the answer

sheet. The teacher says a sentence and the student puts the letter of the

appropHate vocabulary picture on the ans.wer. sheet.

;Iti
t.;



Multiple pictures can also be used for-testing listening, comprehension,
as can brief dialogues, situational conversations, question-answer and state-
ment-rejoinder items, and-completion-of-thought items:

Giammatical forms can be tested using multiple choice answer sheets also.
The student could be given an answer sheet where "A" means.singular or past
and "B" means plural or non-past. As'sentences are read wherein singular-
plural items or past-nonpast items are being tested, the student simply
circles "A" or "B".

Many other types of listening comprehension tests are suggested in Valette's
. book,which is highly recommended to Hawaiian language teachers.
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THE READING.SKILL

.
Although many texts tend to place the speaking skill after the listening

comprehension skill, this guide,will-discuss th'e reading skill second since

this skill is a receptive skill along with listening. In reality, in 'host

second-language classrooms, most teachers teach an eclectic'method. which in-

troduces all four skills very early'in the first year.

Many students are tied to the written word and panic when required to

do everything orally. The teacher should try'to wean such students away from
strict dependency on the written word in order.to improve the students'

auditory memory, sound perception and discrimination, and message decoding

and reaction abilities.

However, it should also be recognized that.the judicious use of written

material in the first few weeks of the course can speed up the students' ac-

quisition of receptive skills so that they may begin to work earlier on

'their productive skills of speaking and writing.

Unlike other second-language written materials, written Hawaiian will

not be unfamiliar to the majority of the students, in the beginning Hawaiian

language class. They see it in street names and place names, people's names,

well-known vocabulary words used in English and pidgin, Hawaiian songs, and

common phrases and greetings-used in' promotional and other types of materials,

seen in brochures, magazines, newspapers, greeting cards and/signs.

The Hawaiian language teacher's biggest problem initially will be to

make the students understand that all the sounds used in speaking Hawaiian

rare not fully represented by the t'Rditional twelve letters used since 1826.

The Hawaiians were using as allophones the sounds /k/ and /t/, /1/ - In -

and sometimes /0, and /v/ and /w/. Since the missionaries could determine

no phonemic differences in the usage of the various sounds in each set (the

alophones), they voted on which sounds were heard most frequently in,, their

mission stations and the twelve letter ?Papa (Hawaiian Wiphabet) was' final-'

ly decided upon for printing purposes. Itincluded the letters a, e, i, o,

u, he; Ice., la, mu, nu, pi, and we In spite of this "official" -alphabet

since 1826, some Hawaiian speakers on most islands still use the sound /t/'

in certain, environments and Hawaiian speakers from Ni'ihau frequently use

the sound /r/. As was seen in the pronunciation guide quoted.from the PUku'i-

.Elbert-Hawalian Dictionary (p. 16), both the /v/ and /w/ sounds are appro-

priate depending upon the phonetic environment; however, only the letter

"w" is used in writing.

Other problems not addreSsed by the early missionaries and only hap-

hazardly addressed by subsequent lexicographers include inconsistencies in

marking the glottal stop and long vowels and the orthography of certain words.

The Puku'i-Elbert Hawaiian Dictionary in its various editions was the

first dictionary to include consistently the 'okina and kahaeo in spelling

Hawaiian words. PreviouS dictionaries ha either used all manner of marks

22
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or had ignored the matter entirely. The teacher should note that there are
a few typographical errors in the Hawaiian Dictionary and the latest edi-
tion should be usedlor reference. whenever possible since_revision and up-
dating have taken place oiier the years.

To address the 'problem of orthography, interested Hawaiian language
teaching professionals formed an orthography committee within the 'Ahahui
'Dlelo Hawaiti, the professional Hawaiian Language Association, to attempt
to resolve the many problems faced by Hawaiian language teachers in teaching
and using a somewhat non-standardized written Hawaiian language. During 1978
the group met bi-monthly over a period of several months to discuss and decide
upon a standardized orthography which would be used and-taught by the Hawaiian
language teachers in Hawai'i.

The combination of certain morphological components Was looked at care-
fully,. If the morpheme was a word and could stand alone, in generil it was..
,so written. If;however,-the morpheme was not a word and could not stand alone,
it was written in combination with another morpheme. For example, the word
for parent in Hawaiian is makua. t The word for mother is made up of two mor-
,phemes: makua (parent.) auFhine (morphological suffix indicating feminine
gender). mdkua can standby itself, hine does not have a meaninsby itself;
therefore the word for mother is written together: makuahine.

In contrast, the word for father is made up of two morphemes which are
words, makua (parent) and kane (male); therefore it is written separately,
makua kane, in the revised orthography.

In the same way, the word for he or she, previously written' 'oia, has,'
been rewritten 'o ia. .The first morpheme indicates the subject marker and

.

the second means he or she and both can be used in other environments by them-
selves.

.,

The results of the orthography committee's research and deliberations
are presently being disseminated to interested persons for their input and

'

should be available-in 1979. Copies can be acquired by writing to the.'Aha-
hui Rawaili at PeO. Box 22902, Honolulu, Hawai'i 96822: A summary
of,the report is included in the append-We this guide.

Phases in Teaching Reading
4

Since the writing system used to represent HaWaiian sounds ,is more phonetic '
than that used in many languages, including English, the problem of getting-the
students to give-the approRriate sounds for the symbols being read should 'not
prove too difficult. However, this presupposes the teacher uses materials
in the beginning level claSses which haf.T been printed with the correct marks.

When the use of the 'okina and kahaka was newly introduced in the 1950's
and 1960's, numerous native speakers were heard to bemoan' the fact that the
Hawaiian language was being changed. Those native speakers do not usually need
any kind of marks to`help,them read written Hawaiian because they can usually
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process the word through their computer,, as. it were, and come out with the

correct pronundiation and meaning based, on context. They can pick up a Hawai-

ian Bible and read flawlessly: with complete comprehensibn. Beginning students,

however, cannot do this. If they are given, unfamiliar material which is un-

marked, it is almost impossible for them to read even one sentence without

making errors in pronunciation.

Therefore, it is important to use marked materials in beginning classes.

It is also important to stress to the students that the Hawaiian language is

NOT being changed simply because the marks,have been added. The marks re-

present certain sounds which the Hawaiians (and other Polynesians) have been

making for centuries but which the early missionaries, with theit lack of

linguistic training, did not differentiate with symbols as they:did with the

vowels and other consonants. Modern linguists have now come to the non-native

speaker's aid by suggesting the present marks.'

A worksheet entitled "The Hawaiian Sounds and the'Marks" is included at

the end of this guide (in the Appendix) which the teacher can photocopy and

distribute to the students as a first-phase reading and pronunciation exer-

cise, All of the words listed thereon,are actual Hawaiian words although it

is not important in, the beginning classeg to go through the meanings. With

this or with any other.type of beginning reading worksheet; the teacher should

model the pronunciation first until the,students are able to.match the symbol

with the. sound it represents.

' P This-can be introchiced:after the kind Of listening comprehenifbn testing
which was described on pages 19'- 21. As a basic tenet, ,the teacher should not

have the Students try to read material in Hawaiian to which they have not. been

exposed orally,- this also applies to basic sentences end dialogues.

, .

Of course, price the student becomes proficient in matching the correct ....

sound with the.printed symbol, i.e., reading correctly aloud; then the, student

should',be encouraged to read other materials on his /her own. For uPP6r.ldvel
'students who'welcome a challenge, original source material; such as the:Mb-Id,:

or the Hawaiian newspapers,can be used in their unmarked versions. One friean

of.providing some kind of psYcholmically reassuring transfer would be to.g

,give the students unmarked versions O'readings which. they already knpw well.:

from previpus study. Their ability to pick out the words in contextoand to

pronounce them cerectly is learned; but. it is the same kind of ability that

native speakers use when reading Uniiirked materials. This should be pointed

out to the students and they thouldbe praised for having progressed to the

pojnt where they can -handle original, unmarked materials.

,

Once the students are able to match thecorrect sound with ,tie symbol

representing:it, the teacher should move along:to vocabulary building-and to

basic sentences or dialogues ..
The'fIrst set of basic sentences or dialogue should be introduced

to attune the students' ears to the correct pronunciation, rhythm, and 4

nation ...Then the teacher should permit the students to look at theliaterial7

and to perform together in choral repetition mimicking the ,teacher. ,,Care "'



should be taken to read 'the material in natural rhythm or breath groups. Dif-
ficult passagescan be handled using the "build-up-from-the-end" method so that
the correct rhythm of the sentencePas a whole may be maintained through each
expansion in the repetition. As an example of the technique, look at the fol-
lOwipgslong but relatively simple sentence:

y

Ua heZe makoui-ka haTe i ka pOnei'i ka hola 'ehiku me .na hoa

It would be, a very rare student whose auditory, memory were so sharp as, to 1,

remember this whole sentence upon f4rst hearing it Reading it would be
less difficult. Most students wouldcread it word for word instead of naturally
i n phrases or rhythmic groups..

OR

, Therefore, in this technique, stark the
This

'drill from the final
phrase and work up to the whole sentence. This retnforces the students' 'memory
of the end of the sentence,which is where most of them "run out of -as" and
drop out. of thebbral,repetition or readilig. Fop."Otample, have.them repeat:

- ,

na hoa aloha.

ka hola 'ehiku mena hoa aloha.

ka pa nei ka hola 'ehiku me na hoa aloha.,

ka hale ki'i i ka pa nei i ka hola 'ehiku me na hoc4,,AZoha.

Ua hele-malcou 'hale kP
,

i ioni'oni ka pa nei i ka hola 'ehi ku46 na hoa aloha.

Since intonation in a,Hawaiian declarative sentence does not seem to,be
as crucial to understanding as it is in some languages, this, kind of technique
falls into the category of "How to relieve the boredom of pattern practides"
or. , "How to relieve the boredom of choral reading exercises", i.e., use variety

1in teaching!
c'61*

After the basic sentences ordiarOueosentences have been presented,i.pn
subsequent -days the,teacher can put isolated sentenoes;on the bbard and have
the students read them choraDY and individually. Another technique to be;\
used in this phase could he fa Kaye them read the sentences in reverse. T
isAot going to help their rhythm but it will help them see the words in iso,

,Won, thus forcing concentration on the individual items and preventing' me
b4 from being brought into play. This stems from a.problem encountered b
those teachers whdoe a truly audio-lingual app.:anti-wherein the, studen.
thoroughly memorized the sentences in an oral-aural Mode. . When faced Wit
the sentences on the printed page; ;some students.merely repeat the e
from memory rather than really' ItiA them. Although this is not li
happen in Hawaiian language instruction since such thorough audio-
materials are not yet available, it is something teachers, should b
of, particularly when dealing with students who have demonstrifted
reading-Ability in EnglisM. #14i

To detect this typeOf compensation on the part ,o6-he poor reader,



the teacher.can vary the vocabulary slightly "within the sentence and see if --.

the student reads the* new version correctly. If not, then the teacher? will ,-.

have to. work individually with this type of student. Under no, circumstances:.:;_

,.. should the student be called down publicly for thii kind of compensation. In-
.

deed, this ability to learn-orally presentsa distind'adiantagein the second-

language learning classroom if the teacherils.akamai'enou0 to 'knowhow:ta use ..

it to help the student learn. In addition,, numerous examples have been seen'of

'' students who were poor readers, and mediocre;in general,academiCallYybut who

',became inspired to learn and overcame these early disadv6ntageSthrough.suc-
.

cess in the Hawaiian languageclaSsroom. May your teaching be such an influence'.

.onthis kind.df student! , '.

AnOther technique is to use flash cardS to drill isolated words or phrases:,

'varying the order in which they appear. Go through ten or more words at a time,.

calling,for individual reading. ,Flash cards freqdently prove advantageous
,because:they require ihstantang*-,recognition and response on the part of the

stiTden

The teacher may also:chciate to write ten or.ipofe words on the board in

no.special order or connection. The students ituay read these chorally 'and

then, individually. To reinforce comprehensionl.the teacher may create partial

sentences, requiring the students to complete them with a word or Phrase from

the list on the board. The teacher may check urther by asking the class to

Ooint out the sentence, word, or phrase which &Scribes a particular action,

fact, or object or the teacher may ask, questions about a sentence to elici

specific words found :in the sentence:

Readipg Adaptations and brills

When the students are able to read "the basic material well, they may 'a

read dialogue adaptations.and pattern drills. This total procedure helps Um.

class make the transitjbn to the next.reading phase. The students should not

encounter many difficulties in reading this material if it has .been- reinforced

frequently by oral practice. The students should also be reminded that thbir''

ears are more reliable than their eyes at this point.

Teachers may initiate,the oral; presentation of the basic' dialogue or

sentences of the new unit while the class is still in the :reading phase of

the preceding unit. Or they may decide on a concurrent audio-lingual and

visual presentation of new material. They may wish to- introduce the initial

elementjsof the new unit audio-lingually and then folloW this up the next.day-=,;:

with reading drill and writing practice based 6n th#sq eleMents.

Memorization takes place with the aid of the printed word at the same

time.the,class receives further training in sound-symbol association. Each

segment:0 the basic material is presented and drilled in this way until all

of it has 'been mastered. It is well to remember that overlearning is still

important at this stage.
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-After,the stOdents have been permitted free use of reading in the review.
and practite.:of adaOted materials, ,the occasional error in pronunciation can
frequently be corrected by, direct ()raj recourse to the dialogue line where it
%Originated. With books closed, the student should be asked a question orally
which would stimulate the response 'which contains the word or words fncorrectly,
:pronounced Whenthe student was reading.

Reading Aloud-versusteading for Comprehension

.A'distinction should be made between reading aloud and reading for tom:-
;.prehention. Reading aloud helps the student to make the connection between
the.sdund and its written symbol°. Suffitient practice to establish this sound-
syinboLrelaiionship should Abe provided. However, the teacher,and students
shOOld be aware that establishing this relationship by re*ing-aloud'is 'a sep-
arate and distinct objective from teaching pronuncAation and4ftditory memory,
which is enhanced by choral practice, dialogue memorization and pattern practice.

Wen it appears that reading aloud practice has resulted in correct sound
production based on the printed,symbol, then the teacher should relegate this
type ofclass activity,to a minor position. Students will probably get bored
reading-aloud after the first few weeks since they are not, very stimulated or
challenged by listening to others. read. The students should be encouraged to
read aloud on their own to _polish their fluency and Orasing. Occasionally,
the teacher can schedule individual reading aloud sessiont,while other students
are doing written mark or some other kind of activity.

Therelre times iCahy level Hawaiian language class. when reading aloud
rc,.1.12be a very productive' activity.:!An advanced classes the students may bene-

fit a great deal from reading aloud the part§ of a play, a poem or chant, a
song, a conversation, a'descriptien, or some other types of written materials.
At this level, the purpose of the attivity is to4heighten comprehension, em-
pathy, and feeling, notto improve pronunciatiOn: #

Reading for comprehension is a diffe not skill-which is more difficult to
tedthtbenxeading,aloud. Material mus e selected at the proper difficulty
level .and the teacher must proVide guidelines for understanding what is read

7',and follow-up activities,; hat encourage the students to read and to"prepare
for class. ;10.

Providing a glossary with the read*ng selictiOn can make the students'.
job of reading forcomprehension easier. In the beginning this is important.°
Reading fcir comprehension is .a more seIttary, private type of activity,and
motivation is important in providing the students,with the best learning
environment. 'Material must be interesting and appealing so that the student
mill want to put in the work necessary to comprehend the reading.

Having to-look.up everyawordin the selection iscounterproductive,
Although this can be avoided if the teacher sel ts material with an eye to
the proper difficulty level, the teacher should so make the students aware



of how to read for comprehension through content. Many English speakers en-
counter unfamiliar words in newspapers, magazines, and reports but, instead
of rushing to thOictionary, they are able to figure out an approximate
meaning from the, rest of the,phrase. -4

The teacher should instruct the students to read, the entire paragraph or
selection several times in order to get some'ided of the total meaning.' This
is related to the idea of skimming that is introduced in some speed,reading
courses'. Instead of wasting the time to look up the ftrst%unfamiliar word,
that the student comes upon, that time can be used 'to skim twice or three times.
Many of the unfamiliar words will then make sense tiecause of the environment
in which they: are found '

Students must begin to be attentive to larger units, such as "the sentence
and paragraph if they are to begin to enjoy and appreciate reading, Looking

up each word robs them of this overall picture and leaves them instead with
an overwhelming and disconnected mass of information that is both uninteresting

and impossible to absorb." '

Of course, the student must be encouraged to read in :Hawaiian and nnt_to

translate everything into English: This is difficult and frustrating but:the
teacher must 'keep returning to this point to reinforce the importance of it
If'the students force themselves to do osthis it Kill improve their over-all
comprehensionof the whole selection and it will enable them more easily to
discuss what they have read in Aawalian.

Since Hawaiian vocabulary consists of many words which can simultaneously
be classified as nouns, adjectives, adverbs; verbs-or oiher parts of spetch,
it is important to point out to students that 'clues to meaning can be derived
from the word's position in the structure of the sentence.

A somewhat awkward sentence containing five different words spelled .

"u - a" can be constructed toqllustrate,this point:

.1)4 ua mai ka ua kani Zehua i ua qina ua La.

The first ua is in a verbal aspect slot in the.sentince and that:-sOggestS

that the meaning has to dotwith completed action.

The second ua is in averb or predicate slot. This would suggest that the

verb meaning, "to raln," would be appropriate.

The third ua follows the defiite article ka which is a noun marker.
Therefore the noun meaning, "rain," would be correct here.

9

The fourth ua precedes a noun and is coupled with the la after the noun

a grammatical form which means "Ahat".or "the aforementioned".

5
Ibid.; p. 315.



Finally, the fifth ua followS a noun which suggests an adjectival meaning,
"rainy".

Therefore, the meaning of the entire sentence would.be: 'The lehiiei-rustling
. rain rained (toward us) in that(aforementioned) rainy land.' A though this was
a fairly lengthy analysis, once the structural slots are understood by the stu-

., dent, the appropriate meanings are processed fairly rapidly in the student's
mind. For mnfamiliar words which must be looked up, the student must look at the

.:various types of 'English meanings and choose that part of speech which fits into
the structural slot. 7

When students have to look up words to build up their vocabulary and their
'comprehension, they should be told that they should not write the meanings above
the words in -,the reading selection. This is an extremely difficult habit to
break and almost all second-language learners are guilty of'it because it makes
the initial job of reading and of recall much easier. But, in the, long run, the
student usually does not learn the word becailse there ,is no reason to, it's writ-
ten 'right there with the English meaning. In order to truly learn the vocabulary,
the student should put the word and meaning on index or flash cards or make up a
vocabulary, list and then study them Independently of the reading passage.

For advanced classes, it might be helpful and'an interesting class activity
to constructa monolingual glossary, in other words, a list of words with the
meanings given in Hawaitan instead ofnglish. This kited of activity can lead 41,

naturally into playing a game based on the well-known "Password" TV game show.
The rules can be modified to permit the clue giver to give either one word clues
as is done on TV or else a clue consisting of .a phrase: which would make the job
of guessing the password easier.

Introducing the Reading Assignment

The teacher's responsibility in introducing the reading assignment does not
end at the moment when the selection has been given to the students. Aceording
to Chastain, three important steps should betaken: the teacher should

, 1) "try to interest the students In the material they are to read;
2) anticipate and clarify any new vocabulary and structures that may present

undue difficulties; and,
3) facilitate their reading with comprehension by giving them guiding ques-

tions that help them to read with a purpose." 6

Follow-up activities must be prepared and carried out in subsequent classes
so that the students ,feel that the work they put into reading the assignment
was worth something to them. Thiele activities are much more valuable if they
are carried out in Hawaiian instead of English. These activities can range-'
from asking questions in Hawaiian about the selection to having the students
retell the story in Hawaiian in their own fashion. If students have questions



during this time, they should be required and trained early to ask specific

questions about specific sections of the selection instead of saying that

they didn't understand anything.

Testing Reading

The Hawaiian language teacher is again directed to. Rebecca Valette's

excellent text Modern Language Testing. The fifth page therein discussing

the testing of reading will not be reiterated here or even summarized here.

However, the types of testing which she describes,and recommends will be

presented.

At a basic level, most of the tests given by Hawaiian language teachers

are reading tests. Some teachers have the time and equipment to administer

speaking tests to their students and some teachers incorporate listening

comprehension sections into some of their tests. But the bulk of testing

done in the classroom involves some kind of reading test.

Valette breaks the'types orreading tests into two general .categories:

testing vocabulary and grammar via reading and testing for reading comprehen-

sion. Most teachers are used. to,testing for vocabulary. This can be done by

the dictation method or fill 4W-the-blank method or the multiple-choice

methpd. Other methods include using pictures to stimulate vocabulary items.

This avoids the interference of using English. Be sure that the pictures are

definite, i.e., there should be no ambiguity in the student's mind as to what

you want identified.' In a larger scale testing using this technique, whole

phrases can be stimulated by a 'piCture. The teacher can either offer several

possible sentences in a multiple choice format or else th teacher can require

the student to write in the answer (this really tests writ.' g ability however,

rather than reading ability).

Grammar testing can be considered a. type of reading test since the student

is required to readHawaiian in order to select the correct answer to the item.

It is a very bad technique in testing to use 'misspelled-words-or fictitious

grammatical items in multiple choice possible answers. This puts a buFden on

the teacher to find good possible-but incorrect chqices that might distract

the student. Teachers who have not had a methods class or a class in con-

structing -tests should at least read up on good testing techniques. Some peo-,

ple who are good teachers of the ma ial are poor ,testers of the material

presented and this is verynunfair he students.
4

Grammar testing can include items relating to singular aneplural deter-

miners or noun markers, placement of adjectives, verbal'aspect markers, changing

active voice sentences to passive voice, changing normal order verbal sentences

to sentences where the agent is stressed, use of the linking ai particle, and use

of the various other markers and particles.

Under reading comprehension testing, the teacher migh test for word re-

cognition. Since many Hawaiian words are really more than just cognates,
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thiare actually English word which have been HawAiianized, it should not be
too difficult for students to cognize such words. In order.to give students
a psychological uplift when test. a few of these types of words can be in-
cluded in the early part of the test. For example, a sentencalike the follow-
ing might be included with instructions to circle or underline the words which
come from English:

Ua keZepona mai ke kauk4 i ka panak3 i Pepeluali e pit ana

i ka pila no haneZe kaza.

A harder type of word recognition item involves reduplicated.words or
words which.have suffixes such as -na. Students could be asked to give.the
root word for ha'awina, koena, maZuhiluki, 'Oma'imati, or huZihia.

In more advanced levels, the teacher can test for understanding of figures
of speech and idiomatic expressions. That could be accomplished in this manner:

Complete the second sentence with a paraphrase of the underlined expression.

1. E pili ana i ke kaikamahine, wahi a ka pote, pal./ Ice kua, mahina ke aZo.

2. E pili°ana i ke kaikamahine, wahi a ka pote, nui loa ko9. u'i

The student's answer can be simple Hawaiian which gets the point across. If
this paraphrasing-in Hawaiian is deemed too difficult for the class, the teacher
can put the'second sentence of the set in English and have the'studqh4 give thee.
English figurative meaning or a comparable English idiomatic expressidn, if one
exists.

"Testing syntax can mean identifying parts of speech of words in phrases
or the tenses (aspects) of the verbs or the objects versus subjects in cer-
tain kinds of sentences. Testing reading comprehension can include items,
which determine if the student understands questions (answers or reactions
can be in English), understands what the general topic of the passage is, or
knows how to scan or skim for information to be found in a paragraph, a page,
or the co/umns.of a newspaper.

Comprehension of i'eading passages can be tested with questions followed
by true-false answer optionsemultiple-choice options, or written answers in
Hawaiian. Comprehension can also be chetked by asking questions orally in
Hawaiian or English. Complete or partial translations also give the teacher
an idea of whether the student completely understood the passage.,

4
rl

Finally, a type of testing procedure developed bymilsonTaylor in.the
early 1950's, called, the CLOZE TEST PROCEDURE, can be used to determine to
what extent the student has comprehended and retained information and can
guess at probable phrase completions. Essentially, the cloze test consists
of a reading passage in which certain words have been omitted on a regular
and objective basis, e.g., every fifth or tenth word.



A variation to this technique iscalled the reading-input format where

the test maker suggests two words for each blank, the correct response,and

a distractor. The distractor may be selected at random from the text in

which case the two words may be of different parts of speech or.it nisy be

selected specifically by the test maker in which case it would probably be

the same part of speech as the correct response. --

Another variation is called the multiple-choice format where three or

four possible answers are suggested for each blank.Iesides being good

tests of reading. comprehension and communication, clo e tests are easy to.

prepare and quick, to score. After the class studies 0 longer reading pasf

sage, the teacher can prepare a short resume omitting every fifth word:

After the students take this doze test, the teacher will know, whether or ,

not the majority of the class comprehended the sense of the passage and learn-

.ed the vocabulary and grammatical structures. The teacher can decide whether

to accept only exact responses as anticipated or to accept close synonyms.

-According to Valette, recent experimentation showed "a .97 correlation be-

tweenscores obtained with acceptable-cloze arid exact-cloze scoring and

goncludedT that it:is possible to substitute one for the other with little
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THE SPEAKING SKILL

When most students are asked why they are taking the Hawaiian language,
the usual tesponse givenLis, "I want.to be able to speak Hawaiian, to talk to
my Nita, or to talk to .our'kiipuma in 'their native language." In 'other words,
the students enter .into the Hawaiian language classroom with the'idea that
they will learn to speak the'language. Of course, Many, if not most, of them
are not aware of the work involved in 14earhing to speak any second language
and consequently they become discouraged after a while and give up far short
of their goal of being able to speak Hawaiian.

While thispight be a common phenomenon in most language classes, it
doesn't have to be if,the teacher will evaluate the methods used to teach and.
reinforce the speaking skill. The following list of self-evaluative questions
might help the teacher to think of: those areas which need some updating and'
work as far as. teaching the speaking skill is concerned:

1. What ar, thegoals of my Hawaiian language instructton?

2. If one of my goals is oral communication, how 'do I encourage
the building of this skill?

Do I correct eve ry utterance that my students make in trying
free conversation to be sure that their grammar and pronun
dation are "perfect"?

4. If I answered "yes" to #3, are may students eager to answer .
orally and speak in Hawaiian in may classes?

Do I give may students vocabulary and expressions that they
can relate to their present life or is the Hawaiian which'
I teach related to life a hundred or more years ago?

Do we spend more time in clast talking ABOUT Hawaiian or
more time talking IN Hawaiian?

7. Do I expect my students to be able to talk. LIKE a native
speaker or to .be able to talk successfully TO a native
speaker?

Of course, many. of these questions are loaded! Most language teachers
have a hard time tolerating incorrect grammar, and pronunciation and there-
fore are quick tojump on an error as soon as it's made qrthe student gets
immediate correction and positive reinforceMent". It may be a hard pill for
some of us to swallow but you can't deny the fact that constant correction
will cause all but the most intrepid, self-assured, or eager students to
turn off, shut up, and sometimes drop out.

Many teachers might be willing to let their:students make uncorrected
oral errors if it contributed to their fluency and desire to speak, but the
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teachers are afraid of what the native speakers or the college or University

Hawaiian language teachers would think.` "Didn't mea teach you .how to say that

or how to use that (insert grammatical pattern) when, you were in his/her

class??!" Well ,. Mea probably did teach the concept or vocabulary word but the

student did not have enough speaking practice .or drill practice to make it pa'a.

Or else, the student might havemerely forgotten it The important point here

is to avoid making the student feel like all the instruction in Hawaiian lan-

.
guage'previously acquired was worthless..

Many second-languageteachers think of speech as the process of making

correct= and meaningful .:sounds in the language being taught. Chastain avers:

"On the other hand, most students think of speech as

communicating their thoughts to someone else by means of

language, this case the second language. When the stu

dents cannot speak, by their definition, they begin to

question -0144racticality of second-language study."

If the students are learning to make sounds but not to communicate thoughts ,

and ideas, the fault may lie in the teachers being more concerned ,with the means

o-rattaining.goals rather than with the goals themselves. The teacher may also

not have fully, accepted the idea of oral communication in -Hawaiian as part of

the model of language learning, preferring instead to concentrate on translation

or reading in original sources.

Another reason that the students.imW,not bejearnfngt9, speak is that the

teachers who feel insecure in their-own.Oilityqd:AjeakT004aljan may be ne-

glecting oral or communicative activities 'beyond their- oVin:ji istic or psy-

chological. capabilities.

Some teachers face the real Problerrr of classroom. s ctki i ri&
since there may be students in the class who-are riot tuitgOdor

work involvedin learning Hawaiian and who,'are bored or

to keep these students "busy," the teacher concentrates

writing instead' of the very kind of work:Ala" might into
student--oral communication activities and game

Recause of all these reasons, many students are not 'be* en the valid

opportunity to develop their oral communicative skills in a 'non-threatening

environment. The teacher should come to the realization that the goal.of

learning to speak Hawaiian is to be able to communicate orally with a native

speaker of Hawaiian. Therefore, the teacher's objective should be to . develop

the students' speaking- ability to the point where they can concentrate on the

message being transmitted rather than on the code used to transmit it.

,8 Chastain, op. cit., p. 333.



More fundamental,howe0er,is the question of whether the .teacher personally
views the Hawaiian-language as a living, viable language for modern day use or
whether Hawaiian is viewed as.a language to be learned to preserve Hawaiian .

culture of former times without regard to propagating elements of Hawaiian cul-
ture of our Modern.day.

.

1

.

Hawaiian language teachers have only to look at the language situation in
Tahiti.and in New Zealand to see where Polynesian language instruction within
the:general school system could lead. Tahiti has recently (1976) started a
program of teaching the. Tahitian language in the-public schools and allsstu-
derits, whether they are of Tahitian', Chinese, European, or mixed descent, study
the native language besides their study of a third or fourth language. It is-
stiill too early to report on the results of this change in the essentially.
French-oriented curriculum. A December 1978 meeting .'of representatives of
the various island languages in French Oceania discussed the educational, eco-
n mic, and political consequences of the. Territory-Wide introduction of-Tahitian
iito the school system. Hawaiian language teachers should be aware of these
events since they parallel, in some respects, what could happen in Hawai'i.

In New Zealand, the Maori people succeeded:in getting study of the Maori
language included as an integral part of the scholj,system. There are people
at all, levels of the educational hierarchy fromO*rict specialists down to
the classroom teacher whose job it is'to,plan, Mdflitor and implement the study
of the Maori language and culture in the nation's schools. Uncertified native
speakers have received training to qualify them as-Language Drillmasterg, and
in some cases, Maori language teachers. Special emphasis has been put on cre
ating attractive Maori language texts and booklets, well illustrated, and dealing
with 'Modern as well as ancient topics of interest to the student. These are
Printed in the government printing houses and distributed to the schools. This
has taken place within a period of about fifteen years and has occurred within .

the confines of an English-speaking dominant culture similar to what 'exists in
Hawai'i today.

It would seem,:therefore, to be a viable goal of Hawaiian language teachers
to plan and implement the process by which the children of Hawai'i who are in-
terested can learn to speak Hawaiian as, a living, changing, modern second
language to be used for cultural as well as communicative purposes. Since the
study of Hawaiian was recently mandated by the 1978 Constitutional Convention
in Amendment 20;which was ratified by the people, the basic question of hovrto
teach modern Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian youngsters to speak Hawaiian will have
to be addressed in some detail b4,all of those interested in the teaching of
the Hawaiian language. V

Phases in Developing the Speaking Skill

Some of the _textbooks fidwavailable to the Hawaiian language teacher in-
.

clude basic sentences at thebeginningof each chapter. In others, basic
dialogues are given within the chapter for the students to memorize. In some.
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of the texts, song or chants are offered which on be memorized to be recited'

or sung.' As good as some of these materials are, most teachers will find that

they must supplement the basic, texts in order to perk up the interest ortheir

students.

Since much of the material presently available to the Hawaiian language

teacher was conceived: and written in the 1960's, some teachers may feel that

the dialogue material-is somewhat out of date for today's teenagers. There

fore, it becomes the burden of the teacher either to compose new material

personally onto meet together with other Hawaiian language teachers to compOse

and organize such material in committee.

This section can only give some ideas on how Hawaiian can be taught as a

spoken language using the materials which are available today and some sug-

gestions on what the teacher might do to create suitable materials for teaching

speaking.

When a dialogue, series of baiic sentences, or a song or chant serves as

the basis of a learning. unit, the student should memorize the material so that

it may be manipulated and transformed in further drills and exercises. By means

of pattern drills and adaptations of the dialogue, the student gains control of

the' structures memorized and learns to adapt the memorized materials to other

situations..

Caution must be exercised to prevent the memorization of the dialogue

from becoming the most important goal for the students or, as soon as it is

learned, they will no longer be motivated to learn further. They must under-

stand that the dialogue is a point of departure and,that the el nts of the

dialogue will serve as the basis for structure drills and patt practice.

It is the adaptation of the dialogue situations which will enal e the students

to manipulate language in realistic situations.

In an article entitled "Study Hints for Language Students" printed in the

Modern Language Journal of October 1952, and then reprinted in a handout pre-

pared'for special distribution to language teachers and students by the Hough-

ton Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass., William G. Moulton, Professor of Germanic

Linguistics at Cornell University and Editorial Advisor to the Houghton Miff-

lin Company on German,textbooks, gives helpful suggestions on how to learn to

.speak and 'to read a, second language. .He tells prospective learners, in summary:

1. You can't learn a lapguage by "thinking" about it.

2. A language is a set of habits.

3. You've got to listen and imitate.

4. You've got to memorize.

5. Study out loud.

6. Divide-the material into small units (for easier memorizing).

7. Divide your study time into small units.

8. Go from the easy to the hard.

9. Make full use 9f class hours.

10. Don't fall behind.



Cognitive Learning versus AudionOngual- Learning

.

"Whatever works"Aslmobably the name of the method that most teachers try
to adapt to their own teaching style. Through trial and error, the'teadrher has
added and discarded' many activities, exercises, and methods to arrive at:what-
ever brings the greatest success. If this success tibwever does notIncIUde the
ability of the students to express, their own ideas and thoughts in kawafiahin
meaningful communication, then the teacher should seriously question.'the"suc-
cess".of the eclectic or audio-lingual method being used

Noam Chomsky and other psycho7linguists question the validity of the
behavioral psychology that is the basis of the audio-lingual method. They be,,,
lieve that simply responding to an oral stimulus will not lead students ,to become
manipulators and speakers of a second language. If anything, they.believe that
the pattern practices .thatare so much a part of the audio-lingual method are
only good in a mechanical sense to build 'up the learner's.competence or, knowledge
of the language system. Since they are usually not meaningful to the student
nor usually interesting to the student, they do not help5to build the student's
performance capability.

Those second-language teaching theoreticians and teachers .who advocate
the cognitive approach recommend a number of ways in which meaningful oral com-
munication can be stimulated in the classroom. Chapter. 12 in Kenneth Chastain's
text gives many examples, some of which will be summarized here.

Some techers,such as those who advocate the "Silent Way" first proposed
by C. Gattegno in the early 1960's, do little.talking at all in the classroom.
They expect their students to arrive inductively at an understanding of language
patterns, sounds, and vocabulary without explanation or linguistic organization.
It sounds impossible to most teachers but it has been demonstrated and observed
by enough-sceptical people who acknpwledge that language learning does take
place.

Other teachers believe that the students,should know what is happening as
they are put through pattern practices. TheAudents are either told outright
or concrete concepts (such,as karia versusAAA)are acted put or demonstrated.
During this competence-building time, it wotird be good for the teacher to refer
back to the same exercises that were previously used, in building listening com-
prehension or reading skills. In the.beginning, students can select responses
to the teacher's questions from material printed on paper or written on the
board. Once the students feel more secure in carrying on short exchanges, they
should be expected to produce their own responses.

What, seems to be stressed in the cognitive approach is having the'students
build up competence through meaningful and self-related exercises done in class
or even done at home either orally or in writing. This is then followed up by
the classroom activities which are aimed`, at developing performance skills in an
atmosphere of confidence and mutual support where there are valid reasons for
trying to communicate,



%.,

There is no getting around the fact that the students will never speak un-

less they actually practice speaking. All the pattern practices and language

laboratory work will not help them to'engage a native speaker in a .theaniri§ful

conversation, unless they spend a lot of class time in the give and, take'of con-

versation that has meaning and interest for themselves.

iCompetence exereie§ should be meaningful, but performance,. Activities must

convey meaning. The Hawaiian language teacher should alWays be'on the lookout .

for more effettiVe ways to most profitably, use as much available class time as

possible in the exchange of meaningifn 'Hawaiian. The students will, through

observation and participation, gain an 'image of howto perform in Hawaiian.

Consequently, the teacher and students should concentrate on the meaning and .

159.Aligibility of whit is being communicated, rather than on the grammatical 4

correctness of the.utterance.
, $

: As has been prevfously indicated in this guide;, Hawaiian language,teachr§.

In the Department ofEdUcation should check into the aiailability,of-funds.for''

thenativespeakerLang*e Drillmaster program in one's,distriet and school 54

-,' If no funds are available, the enterprising teacher might find tome. funds,availz.,

able at private agencies, such. as the Lili'uokalani Trust or 'ANIike. 4 finally, A

if it ts-impossible to find funding,to Pay, a native speaker to come.and work
in theHawaiian language classroom on a regular basis, the teacher should en-

courage the studeRts to invitegiative speaker relatives and friends to come

occasionally as guests to speak to*the students either as a whole class or in

.smaller.groups. This latter situation may be less threatening to the older

person who may feel ill at ease in addressing .a whole class. Perhaps several

could be invited to come on thd6same day and a mini-La Riikahekahe could be

staged. Many possibilities exist for the alert teacher to eipose one's students

to hearing native speech and then tibnversing in Hawaiian with native speakers.

Examples of Performance-Oriented Activities

Very early in the class, teach the' students the small phrases common to

the everyday administration of the Hav4ajian language classroom. A sample sheet

of expressions,is provided in the Appeddix. Once the students are familiar with

the exprassionS, the teacher must use them oftenif not exclusively. As much

as can be communicated in Hawaiian should be froth the very start of the first

level class. ,

Activities that.involve the feelings and attitudes of, the.Students may

give them the satisfaction of expressing themselves in Hawalian(from the begin-

ning of the course. These activities include the routine question-answer ex-

changes invo:VVing names and states of health. These can be expanded,however,to

include thethysical movement of the students within the classroom to use these

._exchanges of amenities and inquiries to actually gain information from students

'who,may not be known to others.

A sample game format fon playing a bingo-type.game.using people



, . .,., . . ..-
s, .is included .at'the end of this '§uide. Some students may be reluctant =to Per-,,4, . .

a .
form in...thiS typeof.game.' -They' should not hes nagged but they should..)* told'
from the-outset that they, will be expected to take part in such learning acti
vities since such iacti vities. will. '.Contribilte' to Iheir learning more quickly to.

-speak Hawaiian.

The teacher-may wish to bring small prizes,such as Hawaiian language or
culture oriented pictures, post cards, or printed matter, or even food to dis-
tribute to those 'AO win in some kind of language game. Of course, this must
be-handled 'carefully.or the students may become conditioned to.performing only
for a prize: '',-

An activity involving the use of a dialogue is very'helpful in developing
,

eye contact and more emotional involvement in what are, too frequently' boring .

and monotonous renderings ,of,sterile " conversations This technique.,involves :
. giVing, ach participant_Akthe dialogue an index card With only one side ofthesdr logue. The second' speaker listen to thestrrst to know when to

...-2cOthe .i.' with an .ansWer or rejoinder The students should be told.that they
may:look.. at thei,cards once the conversation hat started. but they must not
read their line. ';They must look up atthe'persori:to whom- they are ,speaking
and say the -1 ine:.as. naturally as possible. .. The innovative_ part of this -tieCh.:,.
nique'comes.in when the teacher and then the other students start. to,: give
roles to the two people in the dialogue, to play. The second-tiMe.around-witn,
the same dialogue.'the teacher might tell the two stUdentst- "This :time:;
A, you are the big football hero in thechOol and B,. you. are the girl who has
a mad crush on him." or "This time, you are two .people who can't stand one

. another and yet you, are forced to express these-social amenities-hecaute there -
are others around." The other students can be' invited::to suggest: role situations
and this will cause the .rest of theclass to be involve'd.'in the :conversation
between just two people. Soon, the mechanics of saying the words are not
thought of anymore ar.4..A4,total communicative skills of the:dialogue parti-
cipants are being us'ed. tio ',get the message across--phrasing, j:ntonation, -body

' language and 'gestures,. and:many other--mord subtle aspects of -COmrnunicatiOn..

Another method ofelicting free responses in a somewhat controlled or.:
restricted environment, is the asking, of oral questions relating to-both lis-
tening comprehension and.reading passages which have been studied by the stu-
dents. Questions requiring only " !ae" or "'a' ole" could be used initially
to., "warm up" the students and build up their confidence. However, the real
heart of the exercise should be the,use.of'the interrogative words to elicit
meaningful answers. The teacher should not rely solely on this type of ques-
tioning, however much it.makes the students talk, because it is still an arti-fic al kind,of situation. Everyone knows' the answers to the fact questions so
no real communication takes place.

The next step might be, ,therefore,,- to ask questions in the affective
learning domain, i.e., questions about how the students feel about certain
things in the passage or about haw, they.kuld,have dome something differently
or how they would have.earried a portion 'or. sub-plerr.Of the story' off to some
'other conclusion.



Chastain describes a technique called the Cummings device
.

useful to some Hawaiian language teacher's:"

which might prove

7' 4,

" The, Cummings. device is 'basically an utterance initiating

some possible interchange.accompanied by a list of potential

_rejoinders and* followed by 'practices It seems to be a very

practical technique of meeting some of the qualifications for

communication activitiet: It is a practical technique."'

which teachers may prepare over.almost,any structure ,,or con-
tent as long as they have the creativity to put it into some

'meaningful exchange whirch, ezifn be answered by individuals in

a variety of ways. The ftniiat"rnay.be used for speakihg or

wilting activities," 9 e".

An example of the Cummings device in a_Hawaiian language exercise follows:

a;ia. _ lecTzu ka hola 'eono o ke kakahiak a?

A tail-a., aha .ho'i :hand ma- hope kzza?

Potential rejoinders:

Aga au i :ka `hula.

A holoi au i ko"u.rnaka.
A komo au
A Zaila, 'ai ka 'aind kakahi
A Zaiia, hdle

.

,Students in European languages
-

have always .been.giVen the opportunity

to-mePoriz..e* and recite short passages from the great literary works of the

countries studied; -`'Students in Hawaiian language classes.could be encouraged::,

to .do the same thing with teactiftr-originatedmaterials or chants or short

stories; and :legends from the WNalth of Hawaiian ;literature available in books

and old Hawaiian newspapers. Teachers may find some Otellent resources listed.

in the Recommended Instructional' Materials List: hich has been prepared for

the Department of-Education'by the ' Ahahrii 'Net°, Hcaud '

Yhe most'important-goal'An teaching: the speaking skill is ta.have the

students attain the ability to converse exteMpor"aneously on subjects withiti

their ;kern.:. In more 'advanced levels of the Hawaiian language ,class, the teeher

will want to go beyond the typeVof activities described above": The sludents"

should be given opportunities to progress in their Speaking*from answering

questiOns in imple structure*to using more-complex structure, from as#iort

statements to' longer:speech of a few.minutis dtration, from short dialogues

With the.teachee,-Or one another.to more sustained conversations .



iikaStain writes:

"...the most difficult :speech activity is, the action,
reaction, and interaction of.a sustained conversation. . .

Asking and answering questions is much more closely related,
to,real-life language activity than drills or grammar exer-
cises'and, as such; is normally much more interesting to the
stbdents. . . .as they practice. true communiption, their
speed and ease of response will increase." 'u

4. '''
In order to reach the goal of sustained extemporaneous or prepared Atspeech and conversation, the teacher may wish to -have the students give oral

P.summaties of their readings or. the dialogues performed in class. This should
1,be sfarted.early oin level ode where the class as a whole may be asked to doi
the summanzing. The idea of= the. summary, whether:done chorally or individl-

is

t.

to get all the facts and keep them in the proper order:

Carefully selected tapes of, native speakers telling short anecdotes or
,stories can be.of tremendous help in encouraging students,to speak. After
repeated listening and discussion in class to assure that the material is
understocid, students can then re-tell the story in their own words but drawing
heavily on the native speaker'S *version. There are two advantages to this_'
method: the student has already embedded in.his ear a ready supply of sentences
with appropriate intonation patterns which he will almost automatically dupli-
cater and secondly, dtudents-love to imitate "real" Hawaiian. Where the
native speaker tells the story to the first person, the student re-teller

the additional. exercise of performing the transformation to the third per
The tapes need only be two or three minutes long in the beginning, working

up to longer 'gel ections of about ten minutes. The KCCN Ka Leo Hawai -radio
how5varean excellent source of this kind of material. The program is usually
rbadcasuring't,he school year at 6:00 pip. on Sunday. Any teacher or student

1with a to recordier can capture native speech in a natural-conversational er-,
el; vironment ee for the asking.

The next stop beyond this is to have the students give oral reports or ,

summaries of somethkg.of importance or interest to them. This should be..
started off with a queition or series of questions or a statement given-by'
the teacher as a point of departure. Such statements as "Tell us .abbut your .

family" or "Where do you work and what kind of job do you have" or ,"What did t:4."

you like eoutalast Friday's football game" all pertain to the students' lives,
and, if they ti#iie been given the vocabulary and structuretbeforehand along with
the prerequisite competence drill practice, they should begin to.be able to
make the firitAteps toward meaningful communication in a monologue mode,

Some. teachers have suggested,. when working with high school teenagers,4
to select as. topicS.:of discusSion the description of boyfriends or girl friends
including the build, featufes, nature and character of these close friends.
Since the Students have the knowledge available to them, i.e:, they know.what
their 'friends look and act li,1e, and presuming. that they have learned the ap-

.PrePrite 'vocabulary and structures, they should be able to participate more
freely' in the communicative activities in the classroom'.



-Ahigher Step will be to ask the students their opinions or feelings * 4'

about a reading: This i,s still somewhat'guided:howelier. 661ce,the teaCher

feels that enough vocabulary has been learned sand ,storeCaw0, ehe students

, should be asked these tame questions about OartiloularAspectn of life irourq

the students. These' could'inclUde4 condiPons jh the 'class, the school , the

community, the nation and the world or.perhaps ides abOutliawilian dance,
singing, material culture, or0

the status of-Hawatians, in Havjai'i tadaY., !
a^ .0 46,

It 'will, be frustating, in mipy, cases because thei thfnking ability wrA

outArip, their ability to themselves in. HawaOrian. But, withrot such .

practic4in going from thought to 2xpression,, perhaps, with a little 'Tel p /roe
fellow students or the! teacher, the : students will-'neveroleara to real,

.

pawaiian, since language is essentially commun4catidh in, whidh ideas, thoughts A,

and feel ings are .exchanged wile) other 4pe9p1 ez. .

One way around this probleill is torfiunity learning.. Up:to eight students

sit in a circle around'a tape redorder,,,(0ther students May Make a larger, circle

of observers around the outside),.. The participants choose' a subject that tney

care about and carry: on' a conversation; everyone taking a turn. The students

say whatever they, waht, depending:oh:the teacher to supply the Hawaitan, whidh

they, then repeatintotths-retordere The end result will be an eight to- ten

sentence. conversation wjn&h s,jays something the Students wanted to say. Then the

tape.ft.Teolayed,' with the teacher.explaining briefly, if necessary, any new

constructions used Then-;a1,1 the students can learn this new material ,which

they have developed themselves' in response to their own particular, need for

exprdision.

Usually the teacher should try to keep y. cultUre discussions or discussions

about the students" feelings concerning the class, school, family, etc. tilt,

Hawatian. However, if some profound' cultural or psychological insighU

to show forth and the students can not express it 'in Hawaiian, by all' means

continue the discussion in English since such cultural awareness and ,self-aware-

ness7Are'part of the important. Performance .Expectations Program Objectives of

the Hawaiiahrtanguage instruction in the state: 0

In large classes, the problem of avoiding boredom, loss of attention and.,

the 'wafting of othpr students:'. time when one student is speaking, can be handltd
by using timed "bulz sessions' of 2 to 4-students on a very specific'assignment-
with the. teacher circulating around the classrodtn aVailable to answer, questions.
The 'students should' report back td the.entire class in Hawaiian concerning their
assignifientis. Other productive ways of .handling,a layge class involve the use
of a language lab'for some students while others are doipg, different work or

elie the splitting of the claSs into thqse doiqg -oral-worFand those doing read-

ing or writing activities. Sometimes the slOwer studentt-wfb fall behind in
group response situations and ther$by hold up the other students can be"taken,
aside while the rest of the Class works on something else. These sloiven students
can then be given more pracVce'in round-robin type drills ihvolving patterns
or question/answer ar statemen't/reloinder items.

90.,
Content for conver;ation can be provided, by handing, outtbeforehatd §c)inett

culturali,materia,1 in English to be prepared or discussion in. Hawaiien. The

students will then have 'some4knowledge to draw upon and they can look.;,uP certain
vocabulary words to help them in their discussions.
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Bringing something to class to "Show and Tell" may-seem like a return to
Elementary School 'days to some students but it could be an effective way to get
them to talk about something relevant to their lives. The teacher should think,
carefully about how to handle this with one's particular type of students and
then try it if feasible.

Finally, the teacher should seriously consider' the use of communication
games and -role playing in the classroom., Some teachers may not feel comfortable
allowing their,students to "play." But, if the focus' is always kept on the
language learning and using aspects of the game, then the students will probably
be more motivated and interested in leanning and using the language.

Simple games for vocabulary can include a type of tic-tac-toe' where the
student, must idektify3a pictureepetranslate a word or phrase in order to
place an X or 0 inithe desired area of the tic-tac-toe frame drawn on the
board.

A physical movement game which is good for many socio-linguistic reasons
is the dialogue orestory reconstruction game, sometimes called the "Strip
Story." In thii game, which can be played with one team or as a timed com-
petition between two teams.; the students are each given .a sentence on a piece
of paper. They must alT memorize the sentence withaut showing it to anyone
else. After$ returning the papers to the teacher-, the 'students are told to
start reciting their sentences to one another in order to try to decide in
which 'order they s'hould be given.. Generally some kind of leadershipwill gener-
ate within the group and each student will be told where in line he or she,
shoUld stand so that when each person recites a line,- the dialogue or story
will be- complete and, in the right order and make sense. This game involves
physical. movement which interests studentsand makes use of the listening
comprehension and speaking skills.

Teachers should be op the alert, for other kinds of games which have
proved successful in the language classrOoms. Some language 'game books are
available commercially. Talking and,sharing with other language teachers
viithin.the teacher's' school is a good means of getting ideas for games, activ-
ities, and visual materials which can be adapted to Hawatian.language teaching.
Another good source of.propssional information is the Hawai'i Association of
Language Teachers (H.A.L.f whose mailing,,alldress -is P.O. Box 955, Honolulu,
Hawai'i .96808: This is an umbrella organization representing all the lan
guage teacher-04 organizations. nIt'has'sponsored the Oghly successful "Festi-
val of Languages",!at Kapi'olani Park for the pait several years and well-
attended'etanguage teacher workshops held each spring. 'A monthly newsletter,
keeps teachers abreast ottlanguage happeriiAs in the State and usually.gives
helpful hivts regarding language teaching. Dues are $4 a year

4:-

Professicnial Hawaiian language teacheri.are also urged to join acid support
the activities of the professional Hawaiian?,slanguage organization, the Azahui

Herani 'i.- This important organizatiatil is in the fOrefront.of, those seeking
to,preserve and promote the use of the Hawaiian. language in our`State today.
Hawaiian language te'aehers-will find much assistance through this organization
in terms of materials and methods useful, in teaching the Hawaiian language.



Dues are only $2 a year The address is 'Auzhui 'O W° Hawai'i, P.O. Box 22902,

Honolulu, Hawai'i 96822.

Testing Speaking'

Most teachers, Usually because of Very large class sizes, are not able to

test their students' speaking' ability as well or as ,Often as they might want to.

If, however, the teacher and students set communication through speaking as an

important goal in the Hawaiian language classroom, some measure or evaluation

of the students' progress toward acquiring that goer will have to be made.

Speaking tests can be time consuming, invalid because of poor construction

and/or scoring, and highly,subjective;or glse they can be well-planned, objective

and validly,scored. This will depend on how much time and effort the.teacher

puts into the' testing program fa. sPeaking. Some tests can measure the students'

competence, such as correct pronunciation, knowledge of vocabulary, and ability

to manipulate grammatical patterns. Other ,tests.can measure the performance

skill of communicating one's thoughts, ideas, and feelings (Ally. 4

The'teacher is again directed to Rebecca Valette's Modernilianguage Testing

where forty-five pages of text cover th4s important area/ In summary, the teacher

can test for pronunciation, intonation, stress,. liaison, vocabulary-and 'grammar

in competenc4 based speaking.tests. Tests can include sections based on mimicry,

memorization and recitation, simple'answers, phrase completion, identifying pic-

tures and reacting to flash cards (e.g., numbers),, and reading aloud.

Vocabulary can be tested using realia, telling.time, doing oral numerical

computations, identifying pictures with stress on identification of nouns, ad-

jectives, or verbs, describing photos or slides ;_giving synonyms and antonyms,.

reciting sequences like days of the week or months of the year, defining words

in Hawaiian, associating words, and giving orarrtranslations.

Testing for= communication ability may be a Tittle more involved and yet

there are some aids to help the teacher plan for such testing. The teacher

could develop personally or use commercially-prepared ideograms or pictures

which the students can interpret orally. The student can be asked to look at

several pictures which have been numbered or fettered. The student can then

be asked to identify one of the pictures. A listener must be able to guess

which one is being described solely through oral clues, pointed is not per-

mitted: Statements and rejoinders can'test for communication. Role playing

assigned parts in a conversation can offet freedom of expression within .a

structure which can be graded.

The student may, be asked to take the part of an interviewer talking to

a native speaker (teadher or native speaker drillmaster) Who only speaks

°Hawaiian: The student has a list of questions to ask which can only be done

in. Hawaiian. The results of the interview are to be written up either in

Hawaiian '(by more advanced students) or in English (for those who may be just



beginning). Valette's book contains a rating scale with descriptions of how
to grade a student taking this kind of test. Grading is based on fluency,
quality, of communication, amount of communication, and effort to communicate.

Students can be asked to record monologues or descriptions concerning
pictures'oe readings or other oral topics selected by the teacher or pre-
selected by the students. Impromptu role playing with both open and secret
instructions can proVb to be interesting and fun in-practicing Tree expression
and also in testing oral communication.

Live mondlogues, dialogues, and conversations with:the teacher listening.
are good for testing speaking and oral communication skills. If the teacher

- -can secure a native speaker drillmaster or someone from the community, the
students can also be tested in- a situation where:they are to act as inter-
preters for someone who speaks only in Hawaiian-Ad w4 does not understand
English. This, of course, should be'done as, an activity before it is'ever used
for testing.

Finally, Valette gives several pages of good, advice and examples on how
to grade all these types of oral communications tests at the end of her chapter
on testing speaking. 11

04

1
Valette, op. cit., pp. 157-163.
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*- THE WRITING SKILL

In some audio-lingual modes of language instruction,Aeachers may not want

to introduce work in the writing skill until rather late. However, most Hawaiian

language teachers.will probably be teaching a more eclectic method, drawing from

audio-lingual, grammar-translation, and cognitive methods. When writing is in-

troduced, it shoulCbe to reinforce the skills which have already been practiced.

Writing out ba'sic sentences and dialogues which have been memorized and mani-

pulated orally in class can be copied out in writing foe practice by the student.

Since there are no unusual letters or charters in Hawaiian ArthinraRkY,

the student should not have difficulty with anything except the:Vdna,and the

kahale5. In practice writing sessions including mere copying of, printed IMterial

and also dictations given in Hawaiian, the students should be 'carpTulto

clude the markt in the spelling of the words. The teacher shoulthcall attention

to the marks and inform the students that, since the marks are integral opeft of.-:

the graphic representation.(symbols) of the Hawaiian sounds, the absence;c4;,
correct marks will cause the word to .be marked incorrect on qpizzes and tests

just as when letters are missing or in the wrong order. The teacher does

not have to take off full credit but there are differences of opinion here.

Some teachers take off a half point in vocabulary quizzes for otherwise cor-

rect Words which have missing or incorrect marks. Other teachers, recognizing

that the marks are just as much a part of the word as the letters are, mark the

word completely. wrong. Each teacher will have,to make a decision and inform

the students on how they will be graded.

Other aspects of orthography can be found in the summary of the Orthography

Committee report submitted to the tlhalzui 'Mao Hawaii which can be found in

the Appendices.This concerns length of vowels and separation of morphemes.

Writing helps to fix the students' grasp of vocabulary and grammar. It is

one of the skills; along with reading, which,usually last longer after speaking

and listening compreh nsion have begun to erode away with no practice.

Writing activit' s permit the teacher and students to deal with parts of

words in isolation a in context that usually can not be handled well in a.

speaking environment Written exercises also enable the teacher to evaluate ti

the progress being de by the students in concept acquisition.

Students seem to place more importance on work that has to be written and,-

handed in than on exercises that are primarily oral and designed to show how

much they have learned in the listening comprehension and speaking skills. This

is probablyiecarry over from their other classes where they are not expected

to focus aloi of attention on their oral skills. It is good, therefore, that

some emphasis' be put on written work in class but it is also important that

the teacher continue to stress that the oral work plays a major role in permit-

ting the student to achieve the course objectives of comprehending and speaking

to native speakers in Hawaiian.-
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Writing permits the student to acquire the vocabulary and structure pre-
sented in a lesson so that the teacher can move to the oral skills and thus
use the available class time to its best advantage. At the competence level,
listening and speaking develop the students' abilities in,sound discrimination
and auditory memory, pronunciation and intonation, while writing practice
stresses sound-symbol association, vocabulary, spelling, and structural forms.

Since writing is a productive skill like speaking, it should be intro-
duced after the receptive skills of listening comprehension and reading have
been introduced and pradticed in each. lesson. By the end of the' lesson' or
unit, the student should be able to express himself or herself orally and
in waiting concerning the topics introduced in the lesson: The writing as-
signments should concern some idea of interest to the students but not so dif-
Jicult as to necessitate their using structure which they have not yet practiced.

Sequence of Writing Exercises and Activities

, Exercises involving writing must progress from competence leveli to produt7
tive levels. Chastain sums up this progress: 'e

"Before being introdu0ed%to writingsi the. Students; should be able
to hear the sounds of the,§ecOnd,,language atid40 Pronounce them aloud
when they see them. They 'should have 'a corpuS of vocabulary, and they
should, comprehend the grammatical structures with which they will be
working as they are writing. In the writing sequence, writing consists
of the completion of exercises that teach students to (1) write the

casounds they c understand, pronounce, and read; (2) master the forms'
of the cgrammar being studied; and (3) proceed to activities in which
they practice combining words:and grammar:to express themselves" in
writing. Many of the exercises and activities used in developing
speaking abilities are also appropriate for developing writing abilities4!"

The students.shoold do some copying.of previously learned oral, material.
to insure that they can make the correct sound-symbol associations.,JhisAS,
not a very interesting activity and the students can become very.bored'qUickly
so the teacher should take care not to overuse this technique

The teacher should move to dictatiop exercises in order'to reinforce the.
association between symbol and sound If dictation exercises are tonducted
properly, they will also impress upon the students the importance'of building
up their auditory memory. The teacher should dictate in short phrases but
should not repeat them more than a total of three or four times....The studentss
should be taught how to take dictation. This is a specialized skill which.it.,
hard even in one's native language so it must be taught. Don't take for granted'
that the students will know how to go about taking dictation.

. .

The teacher should read the whole passage through once while the students

12Chastain, op. cit., pp. 367-368.
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. ,listen. The teacher should, then reread the ,passage in short phrases at .

-rlAt4ral speed and with natural liaison, i.e., running together those words

-.Viiiich- would naturally, be run together in normal native speech. The entire

:' :.passage should then be reread one last time UsuallY, pleas to reread cer-

:tfiin:phrases or words should not be heeded if the teacher has stressed' to the

students from the very first dictation that they must listen carefully. If

suck pleas are ,heeded once or twiee, they will never cease and the dictation

will degenerate into an oral spelling exercise.

Since 'Hawaiian does not have inflected forms of nouns, adjectives, pro-

nouns, or verbs, many of the writing exercises which teachers of other Ian-

41ages must plan are not needed. Some that can be used, howeVerjncludecthose
.dealing with pronouns in direct and indirect object positions, the creating''
of complete sentences when the basic predicate;.subject, and complements are
giveno and the transforming of sentences with singular elements to plural and

vice versa:

..Productive level -exercises involve the students' using their personal

mental processes' to communicate in writing within the incomplete language

..sYstem, whiCit'they are developing. Of course, since these kinds of exercises

reflect' the i'ndiivrTilual student's own thinking and desires to communicate, the

answers:given by: h student will probably be somewhat different.

the,'The .-i-kichbi-ca'n.'exii141i'La certain situation.qn. each item'and ask
stUdents sto! '.ice an.lapprariate question or statement. The teacher can, alSb

prepare exe, s iti::41fich\the 'students complete. sentences with their own

-ideas or fee ngs. iissreTateS.the exercise to their own lives and realms

of experiende. .It. a "rOvides variety and gives the teacher and fellow

students.oppcirtunities.'1O get to know one another better.

Another fcirrilojrproductUe 'exercise involves the answering of questions

.based on thegonient ofs:.OstenIng',comOrehension or reading passages. These

may vary in'difficulty:based:bnf,hok well the student has understood the

passage in queStien.,.Slight4Y:iio*Oifficult are those exercises' wherein

the students are to aftsvierIpersiinajfipd questions since these involve the

transfer of knoviledge:and.;thay..ipOude,..struciUres and vocabularythat,do not

come directly from t e-..itiSsbn*4(114 00061tStudy.

Other writing 'aCtNities;,:60%0111iA
questions to be asked WotherOnthe.O.k
of pictures or events ,:and 'CompOSi*O''

After some experience wt * these iting exercises, the students

Should progress to-the. writing:'pw.r,paragr.04 short compositions'. These

can be in the form Of. sUmiliarjeSisethpOnttiilled writing, and finally uncon-

trolled free compositions.., Alany teacherS.,',Spend'illOch time correcting such

compositions only to find that the students Atealfy don't pay too much attention

to the corrected formT;1. Mantprestine4WOOne in 1966 and cited by Chas-

, tain. indicates that 'splide*.reqUirea P4q,,much as they could without

paYing special attentton Iii4lengUage

write;
to learn to write more, and

with fewer errors. than stu tg who carefu. prepared compositions and then

ty level' include making up
ing one-sentence descriptions
es.



analyt 61 1y reviewed their corrected errors. The individual teacher may wish
to exp iment in order to see if,this hypothesis holds true in one's own cl#sses.

' ;

Testing W 'ting

\\\.
The testy ,that teachers can give to measure prRlress in writing resemble

the exercise$. .arfd activities described above. Early in the first level; stu-
dents can b444ed to copy printed or written Hawaiian-so as to be-sure that
they are using the correct letters and marks.

Spelling tests using either isol#ted words or words illustrated within
a context can:be valuable testing for writing skills but for the greatest re-

, inforcement to.the students, they should be corrected immediately, perhaps by
having the students exchange papers. .This can be done if the teacher estab-
lishes,the proper rapport and learning environment within the classfOom. Honesty
and care in correcting errors should be stressed. "!

Fill-in-the-btank spot dictations and full dictations canibe useful
testing devices. Vocabulary can be tested using pictures (labelling items,
answering short questions, and completion items), completing series like-

...ipumbers and days of the week, synonyms and antonyms, Hawaiian definitions,
' and sentence construction based on a -gpen. cue word in order to test if the

meaning can be illustrated in context.

Written grammar tests measure the Students' widei anding of structure
but'do not measure the students' ability to use; the ritten 1ariguage'.a5 a
medium of personal ''communication. Many types of itten grammar tests are
explained in Valette!sl4odern language Testing,: apter eight.

Finally, using written: Hawaiian as a means f personal expression or
communication can be tested in different types of .compositions. These move
from controlled to directed to free compositions using visual and'written
cues.

At the advanced leVet, students can be tested through valid and reliable
translation tests, first from Hawaiian to English and then from English to
Hawaiian. Translations may belored for accuracy or for literary expression.

The performance skill of (.04.1.ng is probably the least well-developed
language skill learned in the language classroom;however, it is extremely
valuable as a means of establishing competence and developing productive per-
formance skills. It is also ao,skill which, however imperfectly learned in
class, will probably outlast the listening comprehension and speaking skills _

when the learner has stopped practicing.



e...erhala 'oe ma ka ka po'e na'auao.
ou are a hala lei about the neck of the,wise.

(Said of a well-educated person.)



SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHARTS

ISTENING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT'

Simple vowel/consonant discrimination

. Discrimination of minimal pairs containing okina and kahak3

3. Comprehension of individual words

L 4. Recognition and comprehension of simple patterns

5. Recognition and comprehension of declarative and -interrogative phrases

V. 6. Recognition and discrimination of intonation patterns

7. Discrimination of.vOwel clusters, liaison,.initial Jokina and
long vowels WithWan aural context

,

. ReCOgnition,dhd comprehension of*phrases using all verbal
aspect 'Markers

9. Comprehenii0n Of simple dialogues

10. Comprehension of simple passages and simple songs

11. IntroductfOn of the possessive.system,including AR'
possessive markers (ko/kai, o/a, no/na)

E

12. ReinfOrcement of recognition and comprehension of
phrases using all verbal aspect markers.

13. Recognition and comprehension of negative phrases
in past and non-past

4, .
Recognition and comprehension of negatiVe phrases
containing pronoun and non-pronoun subjects

15. Recognition and comprehension,of Sentences in
active and passive voice

16. -Recognition and comprehension of'sentences
containing theipossessive markers (ko/ka)

.

17. Recognition and comprehension of k-less
possessive sentences

18. Recognition and comprehension of verbal
and verbless sentences'beginning with a
form of the'possessive markers (nobia)

19. Recognition and comprehension of phrases
containing the nominalizing marker 'ana

Comprehension of more dilficult
dialogues, narratives, s ngs, and
chants.



LI MING- :SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (cont'd)

e

1Reinforcement.of verb aspect dis.riA mination'

inforcemenit of all of above.

Reinforcement of:diScrIMinatidn ofiWord order patterns

, Recdvition.of-variations in speech patterns .and steles, including

.4andard HaWaiiab, Ni'ihau dialect, use of /r/ and /t/ and fast

4sPeech.

III .25, ComOehension of standard Hawaiian spoken at normal-speed

4.",c*-;1.%

. .

STATUE OF KING KAMEHAMEHA°T,HE GREAT . .

This world -famed statue stands in front of the Judiciary Building, directly. across King
Street from lolani Palace, King Kamehameha I, known as."The Great," earned this appel-
lation becaute he united Hawaii as one nation, .



READING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Association of vowel/consonant sounds with written sYmhols

2: Recognition of punctuation, 'okina, and kahaka

3. Recognition of spoken word corresponding to written word

E 4. Recognition and comprehension of basic vocabulary words found in isolation
and within contexts studied aurally-orallY in ,class

5. Recognition and comprehension of basic verbal and verbless phrase-patterns

E
. Recognition and comprehension of verbal Phrases with verbal aspect inarkers

T. ComprehenSi?n of simple dialogues, passages', and songs-An printed form

8. Introduction of the,posseSseive systemincluding all possessive
markers (ko/ka, o/a, no/nal imprinted materials

.

9. Reading.with properpronunciation and intonation

10. Recognition and correcf pronunciation df vowelclusters
liaison, glottal stops and long 'vowels

11. 'Recognition of the interrogative marker anei

12. Recognition of positive andnegative imperatives,

13. Reinforcement of recognition and comprehension of
verbal phrases marked with the'verbal aspect markerS

14. Recognition and comprehension of woid order patterns

V

15. Recognition and comprehension of negative
4 phrases in past and non-past

16. Recognition and comprehension of negative phrases
Containing pronoun and non-pronoun subjects

17. Recognition and comprehension of sentences
in active and passive voice

18. Recognition and comprehension of sentence's
containing the possessive markers (koAa,
o/a, no/na)

19. Recognition and comprehension of phrases
containing the nominalizing marker 'ana



REA4ING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (ont'.d).

21. Comprehensidn of prepared, -culturally-base'd Material wrlitten Hawaii4n

with the proper marks

22. Comprehension of more difficult dialogues, narratives, sorrgs, and chants

4 CD

23. :Reading gore complex cjialogues, narratives, songs, 'chants and other-.
materials' with proper'pronunciation. and intonation

24. Reinforcement Of all of

'25. Recognition and comprehension of all word order patterns

26. PRecognition and comprehension of the use of.the linking
particle ai

27.` Recognition and comprehension of'material ,Writtetn in

, standard, marked Hawaiian .at student's ldvel of Competence

II! 28. Recognition and comprehenion of examples of Original
source Materials printed without the marks as drawn
from the. Hawaiian neWspapers, legends and chants, and
the 'bible

Hawaii:StkaferCapitol and'Iblahi Pala.'.
.



SPEAKING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

1. Production of simple vowels, consonants, dipthongs and minimal pairs
contrasting presence And absence of 'okina and kciliCzk3

Repetition and usage of simple meaningful utterances

3. Repetition and usage of simple patterns.

L 4, Repetition and usage of all verbal aspects--present p?ogressive,
completed/incompleted action and positive/negative imperatives

E
Repetition and usage of correct intonationin
rogative and imperative phrases

Production of affirmative phrases

Repetition of simple dialogues
4

8. Singing/recitation of simple songs

declarative, inter-

chants .and prote:passages

production of negative phrases in past and non- past containing:
pronoun: and non-pronoun subjects

Proper production of vowel clusters,-long vowels, liaison,
glottal stops and natural breath groups in:apeaking and
reading aloud is

11; Introduction of the possessive systegl'including all
possessive markers ko/ka, o/a, nolna)

Reinforcement of repetition and usage, of word and
phrase patterns

13., Reinforcement of Usage of proper intonation patterns

14. Usage of appropriate verb aspects

15. Usage of active and passive voice

16.- Usage of possessive markers (ko/ka, o/a)
In appropriate positive and negative sentences'

17. Production of phrases containing the
nominalizing marker tana

: A.

18. Production of verbal and verbless phrases
beginning with,a form of the markers no/na

19. Recitation /singing of more difficult dia
. logues , narreatives , poems , songs , chants ,

and playing of'oral-type games



SPEAKING SKILI__DEVEL,OPMENf (cont'd)

20. USage of all of the above

21. En6ctMent of dramatic role4, presentation of oral reports;
frismore-diffiolto orar-type grimes, active participation in
the semi-annutl liawaiian lariguagNea.K4kahekahe ( Cony er s
ship roads in Hawaiian culture Presentations in the school

22. 'Speaking standard HaWaiiantat.nprmal spee.d

participation
activities at
on, Day), le'a4der-4,
and coinmunity

I;



,
WRITING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

4

1. Association of vowel/consonan unds. with written symbols

2.. Recognition and proper usf of punctuation, okina and kahak3

3 Transcriptitn of spoken word to written wordahrough ctation

. ,Usage of basic verbal, and verbless patterns to forty etningful phrases

. Awareness of word,order within phrases and sentences,
6. Usage of all verbal aspects to form meaningful sentences

7. Usage of all possessive markers (ko/ka, ,o/a;-; no/na) in possessive phrases

8. 14ritten exercises on 01 of atOve

Writing of simple dialogues and paragraphs*

$,

,

10. ReCognftion and trans'cription of'vowel clusters,
q glottal stops and long vowels

Transformation of affirmative to negative sentences
with pronoun ag.d non-pronoun subjects

Osagegof proper word, order patterns in verbal and vertdess
sentences intluding all possessive type phrases and those
containing,,the nomiftlizing pirticleo"ana

E.

it
13. Transformation f

and vice veria

14. Transcriptions of dictations cif more difficult
words, sentences ahls paragraphs

Mord difficult written exercises on all of above

e to-patsrve voice sentenceS=

a

II .

16. Answei. questions in writing based on culturallg
°Hinted material Virjtten in Hawaiian

17. iWriting of Short dialoeues and paragraphs
t

ad

4'



WRITING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (cont'd)

18. Reinforcement of sound to symbol correspondence.

L 19. Reinforcement of Verbal aspect discrimination

E 20: Reinforcement'of 'Writing answers to questions and questions which fit

answers which are :given

21. Transcriptions of dictations of more difficult sentences and narratives

22, Writing_of short compositions on specified topics,within the

students' realm of experience and interests

23. Writi araphrases of dialoguiilind short stories

24: Writing of more complex compositions and dialogues

, 25. Writing material in standard Hawaiian using proper marks

III



Skills and

Concepts:. Phonology

LISTENING: to,hear all the

The Ability meaningful sound

contrasts:Of Ha-

)vailan when it is

.spokeut a nor-

.: mal rate in'comp.

plete:utterances.

SPEAKING:

to produce all

the sounds and

intonation pat,-

terns of,Hawaiian

in a manner ac-

ceptable_to

native speaker4.

ESSENTIALS FOR ORAL AND WRITTEN.COMMUNICATION

Morphology' Syntax,

to hear all the

Changes of mean-

ing caused by

modifications of

word forms when

Hawaiian is spoken

at a normal:Tate in

complete utterances.

to hear Hawaiian

without being

confused by

-lyntattiCal

arrangements,

READING:

The ability to associate

the appropriate

graphic symbols

with the sounds

for which they

stand.

o express one s

!ideas orally

using appropriate

grammatical forms.

to express one's

ideas orally

using 'word or-

der which is

characteristic f

of Hawaiian,

to drawleaning

directly from the.

printed. page

through

tion,of change's in

meaning caused by

modificatiOns in

Structure,

Vocabulary

J .

to hear and

,understand

words in nor-'

mal conversa-

tional con-

texts.

to acquire:an

active speak-

ing.Vocabulary

Appropriate to

the age, ma-

turitylevel,.

ankapacity

of the student

:and one which

isappropriate

for communica-.

Lion in the

Modern world.

:to read directly :).to recognize.

in' Hawaiian:with- in context a

oUtleing confused wide range.of

by syntactical vocabulary'

'arrangements items.

Culture

to detect nuances

of meaning rela-

tihg to social

position, family

relationships,

customs, tra-

ditions, literary

and oral classics

etc.

to use cultural-

ly acceptable

forms appropri-

ate.to the per-'

son%addressed

and to reveal ,

some knowledge

of the heritage

of those who

speak Hawaiian,.

to be ablelto

read everything,

from newspapers

,to works of

This

implies 'a basic

knowledge of the

history, liter-

ature, oral tra-

ditions and cus-

toms of Hawaili.

Ultimate Goals

to. comprehend,

auralliAew

arrangements.:.

Of familiar

material when

spoken at

normal tempo.'

and with nor

.mal4ntOnation.

and rhythm,

to reorganize

famillarvocab-

ulary and gram-

matical forms

and to apply

them to new

situations us

ing pronuncia-

lion and into-

nation in a
manner accept.:

able to a na-

tiVe speaker...

,;to read directly

in Hawaiian

marked and un-

marked printed

material without

constant recour-

se to a bi-14n-

Dual dictteary.
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Skills' and

'covepts:'

ESSENTIALS FOR ORAL AND WRITTEN' COMMUNICATION cont d)

Phonology Morph()) Vocabulary Culture Ultimate Goals

"WRITING:
.

The ability ..:,to express. one.' s to .express '. to. use.. the :appro-. for:eipress...onOs.
grapic.s# con'7440as ideas din writing ideas. in .riate:,styl e.. ly

p .s which the `appro . , using .yocabulary cording to... the and freely --in

word is ';::.:Writing;

he sounds pro raate ,; tr. of' HaWai,i01 Oriate' beini,.Written.,H

b.f.jfakifati.

: =to .under to under-i to :and to understand'. to .evaltiate'.111e:_ to.apply' spontane-

.1stand...the hOW how Hawaiian ,
Hawaiian :cul tural ously e:verythl

`variations ..i, ' one., has learned,.to

from that cover ;on their 'Own '.merits

by the :nearest rather than `from'

En0 -tandpointof:
'

.. 4.,

betweer',the, ". uses such in word order

sbuudasm 'devices': .':. to express

bols ';'and

.1;',
possessves

ixe

h.er:

tiOns':of

ral

Opted to a a aan '4f

f InStIctiot
.:.New York; 1969)1

artment

Row 'Pub]) hers,



'A'ole i pau kulu loa.
My height is not reached.

(I can go further.)



HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE CURRICULUM OUTLINE

,This is a Curriculum Outline for Hawaiian I, II, and III. It covers,
vertically, the four essential skills, namely, listening comprehension, reading,
speaking, and wIlting, followd by overall concepts.

I

Horizontally, the five elements of instruction are covered. They are phono-
1 gy, morphology, syntax, vocabulary and culture.

The Curriculum Outline designed to give a short overall review of the
,program so that it is easier to relate, conceptually, to the Foundation Program
Objectives, the Hawaiian Langdage Program Objectives, and the Student Perforwce
Expectations. , .

The subsequent sections of this guide expand upon the outline.

The outline should also be helpful to Hawaiian language teachers at the
secondary and college levels who wish to plan for and implement certain
articulation activities bet een the two levels.
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CURRICULUM :OUTLINE FOR HAWAIIAN
Three-Year Sequence, Level I

PHONOLOGY MORPHOLOGY SYNTAX

Listening:
All vowels, consonants, and

vowel clusters, esp. cle,
ai, ao, 'aut, od,,:oi; ei,
and ou

Long and short mowels
Liaison (r'unning vowels to-

getherrrxhIch --are not set',

arated by glottal stop)
Glottal -stop

Word Stress
Intonation--declarative and

interrogative

Reading:
All vowels, consonants

chiding glottal stop),
vowel clusters, vowel
length

Liaison
Stress and intonation.
Syllable and word bound-

aries

Speaking:
All sounds heard should be

reproduced accurately
Reproduce short phrases
with ,proper pronuncia-
tion, stress, liaison,.
and intonation '

roper re-

presentation of all:
sounds used,

Liaison (attention to
word boundaries)

Correct use= of marks

Concepts:
Hawaiian and English dif-

fer in sounds and stress,
intonation and ortho-
graphy of sounds.

.Articles--definite and
indefinite

PlUTI1/4markers

Demonstittives
Nouns-lno plural endings,

long vowels in some
plurals (Malcua, krq)una)

Adjectives

' Col ors

Emotions
Attributes .

Possessives (ko/ka, o/c4,
no/na forms)

Pronouns
Verbs
Locati ves/Preposi tions

Numbers
Negative words ('a'ole,

'a'ohe, mai + VERB)
Verbal aspect markers (e,
mai, e--ana, *e--nei,
ua, e--nei, e--ai)

T-h-ne as above
Recognize and understand
what glottal stop (lo-
k.incr), macron -(krzhak3),
and.punctuatiOn indi
cate

Speaking:
The' same as above

Basic word order in phrase's",
Affirmative
Negative
Declarative
In'terrogati ye

Imperative.
Position of Adjectives

Attributive (he hale nui)
Complementary (Nui ka haled,

Position of verbal ispect
markers* in relation to
verb and to phrase

Verbless sentences begin-
ning with: He

Reading:

The 'same as above

Speaking:
The same as above

Writing:
The same as above
Use of proper punctuationh
Position of noun/pronoun

subjects in interrogati ve
and negative sentences

Position:of interrogative
words in the phrase--
some at beginning, others
at end

Writing:
The same as above
Proper orthography of all

of above

Hawaiian verbs are not in-
flected, nor, zre most
nouns' changed in the
plural. Possessive sys-
tem quite different.

Word order within noun
phraseS anewithin the
Hawai i an _sentence is radi -

cal ly: different from Eng-

lish.



CURRICULUM OUTLINE- FOR HAWAIIAN
Three -Year. Sequence, Level I

VOCABULARY CULTURE

Listening:.
, In the context of the topics or

450 - 650
Uords and greetings
expressions' leave-taking

social, amenities
classroom administra-

Reading: tive and conversational
terms)

numbers
colors
clothing
clock time
calendar time

Speaking: school building and com-
munity locations

400 - 600 members of family
words and parts and functions of body
expressions family life

meals
Weather
Christmas

.500 750
wordsand
expressions

Writing:

- 600
words and
expressions

Introduction to. Hawaiian culture
shoufd be an integral and natural
part of teaching Hawaiian but
should not take t e place of
-teaching the lan ge.

The environMentof the classroom:
books, posters and signs, decor,
magazines, tapes, records, films,
and pictures, and the activities
carried out therein, games,.
singing, dancing, food preparation,
and discussions, should all
stimulate the studentS' interest
in learning about Hawaiian
culture.

The units of vocabulary can and
should be linked to the study
of culture whenever possible.

Nountvellis,:adlectives,-and,,
:',adverbs pertaining to these'

subjects::as IvE01 as function
,

WOI'ds such, as':
.

114:;',May Va. e, ua3 .

Emphasis should placed on
concrete descriptive vocabulary
connected ,with reality.familiar.
to'.the Students..

(

.Concepts:

In spoken- andwritten!form, WordsMake up
To,.CommUnidate fn Hpwaiian:

one must grasplheAlleAnfng,
-in context, withOut-cOns.CiduS reference
'to. English....

.

CultUral 'items. are all! integral

part "off &language. In listening
to 0-reading:Hawaiian., one must,
be are of-the nuances of cul-
.tur*I.formS.'. ,To speak or'ivrite..

.Hawaiian correctlyalso means to
use:culturally acCeptable forffp:



CURRICULUM OUTLINE FOR HAWAI
Three-Year Sequence, Leyel II

APHONOLOGY

Listening:
Further work t
mastering souncrdis-
rcrimination and
comprehension of
vowels, vowel clus-
ters, long.vowels,
consonants, glottal
'stoPs, liaison

Rhythm and, melody of
sentences

MORPHOLOGY

Reading:'

Association of all
Hawaiian sounds
with the proper
orthographic sym-
bols

Cognates/loan words
Accent, stress, and

syllabication
':Rhythm Hand. melody

of natural breath
grOups and whole
sentences.

Personal pronouns: with 'ahl

markers
All locatives
Irregular'(yia'atype)
Negative words
Passive marker;..

, Agent marker in passive
phrase'

...SYNTAX

position of verbal aspect
*markers in all types of
phrases:
' Pdst/non-past

Imperative
Po itive/negative
Interrogative
Active/passive

Position of pronoun and
non-pronoun subjects in
all types of phrases

Position and type of pos-
sessive word 'in positive
and negative phrases

, Position of nominalizing
particles 'a= and -na

Agentmarkers in beginnin/

of Phrase
'Nominalizing marker 'aisa

All-possessive forms
Past and. non -past aspect
markers

The same as above
Interrogative marker anei The same as above

Speaking:
Further work towards
mastering sounds
production involving
elements listed a-'
bove

The sameis above'. The same as' above

Writing:
Association of all

Hawaiian sounds
with the Proper
orthographic sym-
bols when writing

,The' same as above

Concekts:
Hawaiian 'peonunciatiOn,
word juncture, and
stress are very dif-
ferent from English.

0

English verbs are governed
by tense whereas Hawaiian- *'t
verbs are governed* a$-
pects.

Particlesfbfeimportan
and numerous in Hawaiia
Geruh0 frequently used in
place-of infinitives.

Word. order in interrogative
sentences is usually the
same as in declarative.
Functions of words in Ha-
waiian sentences determined
usually by particles..
POssessiVi words become k-less
in'phrases relating to numbers

a



CURRICULUM OUTLINETOR HAWAIIAN''`
llyree-Year Seiqueride,. Level. I.I.

'VOCABULARY

Listening:.

CULTURE.

750 - 1,250, In the.- context -of the topics or
Words and . units:
expressions daily routine

.telephoning
shopping
money

- numbers in sties, measUre-
;gents, dates, time,-eto.

letters and posting mail
restaurants-.
nature activities
recreation

Speaking: doctor, dentist
dating

500 - 750 Community
words and trantyortation
expressions 'farming ng.

food prep4r4tion.
historical sites
historical eventS and per-

sonages °
government
hol i days
sports -

, en ter:ta i went
-arts

Reading:
.

900 - .1,500 s'
words and
expressions

Writing:

500 - 1,000
,words .;:and

e2" othrets 'ions

;,t.

Conde ts:

,ra

NounS, verbs,. adjectiVesl. arid
adverbs pertaininMt0,.these

..;subjects as well as
; interjeCtionS'Ind. all

particles notf;.icirevicusly
covered

q

Words ap d expressions may seem
closely related :from Hawaiian English or
vice versa but they, will almost f-
fer in 'range of meaning. Care must be taken
in looking up new words; the first one found
may not be the most accurate one.

Vocabulary is -influenced by historical back-
ground, social customs and levels, and other
factors.

4

Visual -and audio-stimuli
as= we'll as the adjoining
vocabulary subjects, 'should
suggest the following ail-
tural items fof study at',
the second level:

. styles of living
Hawai i arr
nod-Hawaiian
family

;urban
ruraif 4! C

personal relatiOnshi
geographic features; ,

folklore
government
historical events
ancient religion
dance/chants
tourism
harmony with nature.
relationships)to other

Polynesians
Hawaiian names
non-verbal communication,.,

I. v
In 'listening or reading,
speaki* 'or,Writing, cultural
,patte: ., have an effect and:.
must :.b ''obseryed by a .Dativk
or non-native speaker o
Haitiaiian. -



'CURRICULUM OUTLINE FOR HAWAIIAN

Three,Year Sequence, Level III:
...

PHONOLOGY.

Listenin :
ntro uction to "regional

d dialectical differ-
ences, e.g., /k/ /t/,

/1/, vs /r/, and distri-
bution of /w/ and /v/

Increased length and speed
of utterances

Nuances associated witii
different stresses and

"0 intonations

Readidg:
Improving reading skill
with inatease in fluency
and exckession:t

Speaking:.
Improvin_g pronunciation'
with increase in speed
and naturalness of
ti:ence

Great& awareness of
small pronunci at ion

differences.

MORPHOLOGY SYNTAX.

Comparisons of adjectives
Use of linking ai in sen-

tences with pre-posed
adverbs of:

time ,N
place !..tg....ir

manner l'croiN

and in some aesPendent
clauses in complex sen-
tences

Word order of sentences re
quiring the linking ai

Reinforcement of syntact ical
elements iptroduced in
"vel II.

= Writing:
'Improving writing skill

with attention to :in,
diviltal needs :

The same as above

The same as above

The same as above
Reading more complex material

including original sources
normal and non-normal, word
orders, and legal,formal
and informal structures

s. The same as above
Speaking in more complex

and longer ,phrases in
dialogues, monologues,
and extemporaneous.,con-

.' versation

The same as above The same as above
Writing of, longer and tpore

complex phrases in expanded ,

narratives =

Concepts:
Not al 1 -native speikers

sqund: alike
but skitalled standard

-Hattall'en 6Sually under-

stOod. by most native'

, ,speakers)
Phonological ,diiiriges; some

., predictable, occur i
fast speech.

4Poetic forms and images
usually differ .1rom
.eveyday Hawaiian.

The use of the-linktng.
partidle seems' arbitrary
and diffic- t first:

:but with ex rdist and.

practice; Com ehension
and fluency, will result'._

Word 'der; particularly
inforpal 'speech and writing,
can: differ greatly, from.,

standard Hawaiian but.still
be`comOrehended Without"
tOoNmith diffi amity.



CURRICULUM
Three-YgAr

OUTLIRE FdR4HAWAI
SeqUence; Level.. III

Listening:'P

Reading:

Speaking:

-Writing:

1." VOCABULARY t-' , CULTURE

incitase.S4n '3,/ocabul ary in all, sills
nth well over a thousaqs1 words will
result but extent of -increases will de-

-pend on individual vocabulary work by
students as they work oiLindivicival or
group prOjects involvinresearch into "

written material Or 4nterview, and ,00n-
versations with native and other non-
native speakers of Hawai i an.

Passive vocabularies ThEthe
skills will, belargei- than the active
vocabularies,ayailable to the student
when using fhe productive skilisz,

s
A variety of graded readers !and original
source materials with rand ,ietithout'marks
may be used at'this level. Much of the
passive vocabulary developed will come
froni individual activities biped on in-

.

terests and needs.

PeriOdic review of group interests will
result in materials and activities sag-
gestions which'can result in good vocabt-
ulatty building for the majority of, the
students.;- A

Exposure-shoultf be made to:
A ,1) more abstract vocabulary connect-

ect with intellectual activity,
janiigrent,_praise:and criticism,

i) ',vocabulary designed to express
emotions and feelings.

Words and, :e resSions that can be used

sert;t.ecl for t s'e students wishintto
ti:C`coriveyipd-tit:imagessshould be'Ore-

rytsong;.chaiii, or poetry Compogition.,

,

Spoken and written Vocabulary differ in volume
and Rind. Thefommand of a large vocabulary.
can be achieved only _through constant:1 isten-
ing, speaking, readVag, and writing practice. -

0°.

Cultural items fromrprevious
levels can beslintroduced in
the third level and dealt
with on .a higher level of
maturity and insight.

-

Historic and pre-contact
events and personagesshould
be discussed and related to
opieanother and to subse-
quent, ents occurring in
Hawai .history.

Recitatiq ritl singing/chanting
of poems, oti and pAte 12z4d,
-should be encouraged as-well as
'translations of poetic images
from one language to the other
using and contrasting the
poetic devices available in
each language. .
Original cultural insights'
3eading tb written or spoken
narratives and/or original
poetic compositions shoUld
be encouraged.0,
Oral and written exchanges
And interchanges among Ha-
waiian language students at
different schools should be
encouraged.

I..

Listening to Hawaiian language
radio broadcasts and attend,
ance at. Hawaiian language and
cultural actities should be
encouraged'atia reskarded.

Hawaiian culture as it exists
and influences life today must
be identified in its elerhents
and evaluated objectively and
on its .own merits.



lia i ka

Strive for the highest summit:
o the best you can in everything you do.)



CONTENT AND SKILLS. OF. LEVELS I - III

In the following pages, each-of the levels skills development of tile

Hawaiian language is described first according to content areas, such as phono-

logy, morphology, syntax,,vocaOulary and culture. It is hoped that upon

completion of each level a student will have been exposed to the items listed

in each of these areas.

Leveli and skills development are also described according tb general

expectations of thestudent upon completion of one particular level of study.

For example, Level I Listening Skills describes the kinds of listening capa-

_2 ilities that a student should have at the end of Level I studies.

Generalay speaking, if one were to very briefly describe the expectations

a student after completion of each level, ljt would be as follows:

4evel I: The student will be'able to...

discriminate between the English and,Hawaiian sound.systems.
,

'B. mithic ,with a high, level of accuracy all Hawaiian sounds encountered.
4

C. discriminate between Engfish and Hawaiian word order and forms.

comprehend and use basic sentence patterns of Hawaiian orally and
ittwriting.

E 7 converse' at an elementary level and in all verbal, aspects about
topicVsuch as school, the, family, the time,, the wdather,;one's
health, introducing friends, and where one is going and what bne
is doing..

.

r
0

recogni7e and discuss cultural items,such as "ohana, 'aina, aloha,
aZi'i, mea lai Hawai'l, hula, Mvle Hawai and ,recreation`.,

Level. DI: The student will be able to.:.

A. 1111m c and use the Hawaiian sound system:,

B. recognizg and use the eiappropriate past/non-past verbal a'spects in
positive.and negat4ve'phrases. . 't

comprehend and give cOmmarids.

8 6



utiliie pronouns appropriately an accurately.
.

discriminate%etween active and pasive voice,

recognize and use the main sentence word order patterns available to
emphasize the subject, predicate or object:;

recognize and use th,e various interrogative words with 'appropriate
responses. '4

recOgnize and,use po§sessive constructions.
A

. converse'on and read
dining in the family
travelliog,and Using
of Hatvai'i.

A 4 s

at an intermediate level about topics such as,
ana in public, skropping, making phone calls,,,J
various modes of transportation, and legends

J. recognize and discuss ,cultural.,items,such as events in Hawaiian historyl;'
.hiskoriekl4sites and tourist attractions, aspects of Hawaiian life

tend concerns today, and fodd procultement; production, and prepartion..-:

rite short paragraphs on any of the-topics listed indI arid J above.

Level III: The student will be able to...

A. uije Ate Hawaiian sound system with a high level-of accuraCy.

78. converse and. read-at a more advanced
above in Level II.4,

level about-such topics as cited.

.
recognize and discuss cultural items, such, as former system of govern
merit, historical highlights and personalities, recreation, religion;
environmental protettion, harmony and responsibilities in former
times and appiication to life in Hawaii today, relationships to
South Pacific languages and cultures,..and.Hawaiian psychic phenomena.

utilize appropriate grammar, structures, and vocabulary to com-

municate; effectively:

...--,,converse with a.high level, of proficiency on any subject to which

:.the studenthas been exposed..

write.longer hae`atives/compositions on the'. topics ;listed -in B

and C above.
9

1 *" ,

write Clearly and effectively and in a style appropriate to the
,.-z?;:p

occasion. t4, .--g



Listeffin

Simple ,utt $ are,'un derStopd-'when spoken with rhythm, :intonation-,
pproximating native Speech.nunciation and

According to om setting and the Material$ used, the, Student
-. 0,

, - 2

iA. recognize .,tends of Hawaiian and be able to,indicate such redog-zp,
nition by 4 olPJwriting the graphic symbol. s. :

di stir
syllib

demonst ).ng7.14nderstanding of. the ,basic, SoUnd, systenf.:9f.-
Hawailan,i4cludi rtiation, rhythm, Stress* fj unctgre4 .9Tottg1/-
stops, lqii-soff,

,1

--i.tdemovistrate under

;Hawaiian in minimal pai 'obe or $wo
. .

.

4

, 0' W 44 '47. 4
e - 2

routine Clati room -di recti tins iimen

. .

'1) '.7;
.,;

affirmative, interrogative, and imperatitte'
'utterances:. : 1%1

;iE deMonstrate understanding of, various. situations and4oCabbldry such.' -

lvetings. and leave taking
claisrobnirCibjectS:::: - ,.,,,,...,., . -, . .

3;-,.,-Soccial:1,amenttlei.- 7 ;., , . : ? :, .-

4 .' .'othee4Opj 4is. is; listed -.tioiderjcicatiUlBry, I evel-
riaU1401itTINL.H. ":,-.,:::':,** .4..

.... , t .'4...":7"
-.the appropriate 'relp9nse to..Oral:"questionsG. i den r

reco§nize seteded-in rb§ative words in Hawaiian saic
1. ,:'o wai, no wai na wai.'.; . ." :- '

.1' 2 -111e-aha, e aha na4 po' ke aha (mai).= ..
,. 3 I hee, ma .h aia-i 'Ilea, aia ma hei

4.,, pehel.,, a 'fehia t.. ..-
. *?. -

demonstrate unde
'sLitii asst. :

1. t ma,

4. a, a'
5. i /ma una

me,

demonstra
meters ofii

`tan serecte

n,..no- heat mai 'oe?),

-4-in the Cur-
a

r

statements.

common, prepositions...and locatives '

.
Z /hope/1 oko/who/kai / uka,

dei.st.nding
revel of st

of s, ruCtures and grainmar withiti the

9

para-



identify the topic, of ...siniPle dialogues, and narratives:

L.1. denims-trate understanding of 'familiar materials in neig,:con ex
r

leading Skirls- . *-!

Au read,fng si?okad .,in.corporate .dnli material which been previO'
:learned :.thriough istening and .spitaking ski 1 1 S Eniphapis on the di rec 'exljta
Senii-directed reading apprciachei;;i-f. '

.1. Dikrectect
: "- .

AcCording to the classroom sttti ng and the; materials u§.e
will....

74,

A: deingnstrate.: Usideretandii fig; of..m4sil al s read' aloud, sLtatc04:;:
,

.songt,..,sliectdd readipg:p aassagviltc;; -. ::,...t; 7.

: ..,..' 4,.tii ,i,..,,:,7P-:-.
. s,.-,.. --.;., ;;

. . .0 , :,....
read :al OOd *ter 00 ii4wafoagd sentences, 1..15.

readinglm44esA, s, etc. -

-cte,d, : " ":.:; ,t*" , . Al. ,..,.

According to:the clOsrooesett and the Materitals us,r 771, -*::- ''fr t., ....,...
. . . .

. : demonstrate: UnderstanAing of Material atiOi
streted rOading.'"Oassageskisongs, et ..-

reagt:Si 1 ently material , sUct_ as dialogues, selec'ed
sitingS-,,e6c. ' .-:, 0 !.::-

- -7L c

.d'itdlogues4.

es1,k...Se1ec

endentm!

Generally .not,:agiiic

Speaking. Skills-
'

447

All mimicked and = directed
nunciation?, stress, liaiton

-ey
ken with rhythm,erances ar intonation pro-

ltlengthening; and speecitapproximating nati e
speech. .,Original'utterances are spoken vie enough to be: understood by a, native

-speaker df Hawaiian and are ncit-offensth thpeaker's ear.

Accotding to the classrooM:setting:and t materals used, theitudent will

A. mimic' all sounds of ifaiailam,,

B. mimic all dialogue and narrative sentences and structures.-
O



repeat the alphabet in Hawaiian and spell orally by syllabication.

ask and answer, simple questions based on vocabulary and structures
elaborated under LISTENING objectives.

pronounce acrd sing the wordt.of selected HaWaiian. Lgs..

use correctly and appropriately the vocabulary and.structures
elaborated. under:LISTENING objectiyes.

uSe:culturallY'aCceptable forMs:and behavior in dialogues, mono-
loguet etc. -.

.Writing Skills.

Writing is based on the material which the student has flrst encountered orally
has read silently or aloud.

According to the classroom setting and the materials used; the student, will..

. write letters of the alphabet 'okina, kahak3, and punctuation marks.

B. copy words, phrases dialogues, Songs, and/or paragraphs.

II.. Dictation

According to the classroom setting and the materials used, the student will

writeletters of the alphabet, syllables, diacritical markings, numbers
and punctuation marks as dictated.

B. write iiords, phrases Sentences, dialogues ,and/or paragraphs as dictated.

III. Directed Writing.

According to the classroom setting and, the material's, used, the. student:
r

A. rewrite sentences making necessary chanlft in, structure or form.

B. write answers to questions based on selected material which has been read.

C. iorite simple paragraphs based on guide questions, for selected,daterials.
I

IV. Independent Composition !

'According to the classroom setting and the materials used, the student
write simple sentences and/or paragraphs of 30.to 40 Words.desEribing

familiar pictures and objects or based o amiliar'sttuatiOns, dialogdet, etc.

"71



. . _ . .

All utterances are understOod when spOken.withlisythmOntonatiOn-, pronunciation,
`fliaisoni. vowel lengthehing,:and speed apoNxitatingnatiV.;.e-..,

o.
,

itterancesbecome
longer and moce.co 1

,

Situational

Atcording to the classroom setting and the materials used, the student,.'
wil.l...

A. demonstrate understanding of various situations and vocabulary, such as

1. all subjects litted under. Level I Listening Skills, but in greater
depth.

2. shopping and dining in a restaurant or at a pa'inain au.
3. directions, addresses, and telephone numbers.
4. vacation travel expressions (routes, hotels, tickets, reservations
5, selected historical sites and facts, geography.
6. arts, crafts, food procurement and preparation..
1. other vocabulary as listed under Vocabulary, Level II, in the

Curriculum Outline.'

B. identify the approptate response to an oral question or statement.

C. demonstrate understanding of recombinations of familiar material.

D., demonstrate understanding of the topic and the details of dialogues
,0, and other oral presentations.

AVE 40emonstrate.understanding of unfamiliar words and phrases throUgh sen-
Oble guessing within the context of a familiar-topic.

II.. tructural

ActordTng to the classroom setting and the materials used, the student
will...

, A

A. demonstrate understanding of.the structures listed undei. Level. r ,
ing Skills, but in greater depth.. . -

demonstrate understanding of the following structures and grammaf:
1.. all those torphological and syntactical items Tisted under Level

in the Curriculum Outline. .

. word order,of-positive and negative sentences using pronoun and
non-pronoUn subjects.

. word'order of sentences in the active and oassi4e voices.
4. 'word qrder of sentences in agent-emphasized sentences.
5. other morphological and syntactical items as listed in the Level II

'Curriculum Outline.
72



Reading Skil 1 s

All material read is ettber-a. recombination of known vocabulary and structures
or is initially presented .b` tlie teacher for silent reading comprehension and
follOw-up reading.

Directed.

According to.;-the clasSroom setting and the ma
will...

's used, the student,

A. demonstrate understanding of material read aloud,sucn as dialogues,
sentences, elected reading passages, songs, etc.

read aloud material,such as dialogues, sentences, selected reading pas-
sages, songs, etc.

Semi - Directed

According to the classroom setting and the materials used, the: student
will...

A. demonstrate understanding of material
dialogues, selected reading passages,

read aloud materials, such as sentences
passageS, songs, etc.

III. Independent

read silently, such as sentences,,
songs, etc,

dialogues selected reading

Still very limited at this level although the teacher can, make graded
readers, some easy original source materials, and teacher-gene''rated materials
available to those-students wh6 express an interest in reading on their

C

All mimicked and directed utteran s are, spoken with rhythm, intonation, %pro-,
.

nunciation,, .stress '; liaison, vowel .lengthenirig; and speed approxima4ing native
speech.. Or'14inal utterances are spoken well enotigh'to be understood by a natiye
speaker of Hawaiian and not offensive to the, speaker'S%gar (i2e., the native 'speaker).
Emphasis geaduallx shifts:from mimicked to. directed and original utterantes, and
spoken 9tterances,become jongeraand mbreocomplex'.

I: Mimicry 4erepeytion Of a model)

According tothe classroom setting' and the materil used, theastudent
will...

A. demonstrate greater skill' in producing the sotindi.of Hawaiian in
.parison with the level of fluency ochieved in Level I).

73



. demonstrate the ability tc:rmimic longer and more complex sentences (in
comparison with the level of complextty achieved in. Level I).

II. Directed (teacher-motivated responses)

According to the classroom setting and the materials used, the student

A. answer with complete sentences questions which are based on vocabulary
and structures listed under LISTENING objectives.

be able to ask questions based on the vocabulary and structures listed
under LISTENING objectives.

C. present oral summaries of approximately 30 words based on reading
material presented at this level.

demonstrate the ability to use the structures and grammar listed under
LISTENING objeetives.

demonstrate an awareness of cultural patterns and behavior.
--

III. Original' .(creative. expression).

According to the classroom setting and the materials used, the student

A. use correctly and appropriately the vocabulary listed under the.
LISTENING objectives.

B. use correctly and appropriately the structures listed under the
LISTENING objectives.

,

Writing. Skills

.

All written work is,spelled correctly and reflects the proper uselof words,
,

phrases, and sentences which the student has first learned orally and has read
silentlj or aloud..

Dictations
.

According to,tipe classroom settin and the matertalt uSed,":the 'student will
e vocabfilary,,words, phrases, and simple paragraphs based on material

t.pre0ously learned.

II. Directed. Writing

According to the classroom setting and the materials used, the student'

A. write answers to questions based on: material read.'
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queitionS based on material

write brieicompositions based on answers to questions about material read.

use structures learned at this level ,'making the necessary written changes
required by specific patterns.

III. Independent Composition

According to tree' classroom setting and the .materials, used, the student

A. write brief compositions of 40 to 50 words based on material read..

write, brief compositions of 40 to10 Words describing a picture, and
an,Object, or a situation.

.

write short original dialogues based on everAay situations or on those
listed under LISTENING objecttves.

_
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O.

All recorden utterancesare Spoken in standard Hawaiian by native speaker
(to the extent'available). Teacher utterances are spoken in standard speech at
normalospeed. There will be some variations in speech. patterfs,such as dialects,
child's utterances, sub - standard. Speech or slang, specifically studied in, con-
nection with a particular dialogue, narrative, song, class or commercially generated
play, or other material.

The listening skills refer to understanding the spoken language without
reference to the written form except, in situations such as an aural comprehension
test.

`Situational

According to the classroom setting and the materials used, the stUdent

A. demonstrate understanding of various situations and vocabulary,Such as
1. all subjects,listed under Levels I` and II LISTENING: SKILLS, but in

greater depth.
-2. government:
'3. historical'and pre-contact events and personages.,
.4. current events .

demonStrate understanding of adapted selections fromsongs, chants, legends;
StOries,,and!other,paterials,jutilizing:familiar vocabulary and structures..

C. demonstrate understanding of material which is only partially fathiliar

through ,contextual clues.

. Structural

, According to the.classroom setting and" the materials-used, the student

will :..

A. ,demonstrate understandng of the structures listed under.Levels
StrUctural Listening Skills, but in greater depth. :

B. .demonstrate' understanding ofthe.passive voice:.
.

C. demonstrate undersIandiv of phrases including the lipking al4'

4 'W
'D. 'demonstrate underSpndfing of and discrimination betweentverb%aspects.

E. demonstrate Understanding, of 'particles within phrases..

III. Enrichment

'Invite native speakers for spedifir topics to be presented in Hawaiian.



READING SKILLS

Most material used in class or- for independent iseaclinglils either° a' redombi nation-
of familiar. Vocabulary and structures or i§ initially. presented by the-teacher.% Some
StudentS may be motivated to do individual reading and research in original source
material which had not been. presented in class.

I Di rected/Sethi -Di rected

According to the classrooesetting and the materials used,-the student',
will demonstrate understanding of written material and read aloud' with pro-
per pronunciation and intonation such material is dialogues,selected reading,
passages , songs , chants, and originally .-created.?nar,rafives,an'dPcompositi ons

.Independent -,'
mac,

6

The student will read simple material, in bookS, graded readers, student
newspapers and other materials, usually at one levet below the; instructional 0

level. Some more' glvanced and motivated stu'dents may welcome the opportunity r`.
to. do' readings in iginal source materials, such- as old Hawaiian newsPapers,
011ections of legends and hiStorical'acdounts, accounts of Hawaiian life
tYleoin pre-contact times, and songs and chants.-

SPEAKING SKILLS

All 'mimicked and directed' utterances> are spoken with rhythm., .intonation;
pronunciation,'stress,.iiaison, vowel le.ngthening, Ind speed app imating native
speech. Original utterances are spoken,,well enough to.pe utaderttd.,by..a native
speaker of Hawaiian and are not offensive to such a persOn's ear. 's Elphasis is

. . . . ,
placed; on di rected and -ori gi nal utterances .

I. Mimicry (repetition of a model).

According to. the classroom setting and the materials used, the student
,

the
11 demonstrate greater 11 in mimicking model sentences, poems, songs,

expressions, and other selected.Materials comparison with the level or
fluency achieved in Levels I and II.
-Directed, (teacher - motivated).

. - 4

According to the classroom setting and the-tmaterials used,,' the Stude0;
will

A. answer with complete 'sentences ; when directed, any questions wifich,
contain familiar vocabulary and structures:

ask questiions using familiar.vocabulary:apd structures.

Ce demonstrate abi 1 ity to use famtl i ar Vocabulary. and &structs.-

:present oral summaries of approxitiately. 3 to 5 minutes 150 to 100' wordsi
.-baSed on.reading material presented .at this leVel. "


